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Introduction

ABOUT THE
TR AI NI NG
RESOURCE

This module focuses on the STEM training needs of secondary VET
students with strong proficiency in technical subjects. It seeks to
provide knowledge in the area of Physical Computing. Physical
Computing links programming to electrical & mechanical engineering,
allowing graphical computer interfaces to respond to human input or
changes in the outside world through sensors and microcontrollers,
and then transform this input into another form, such as an animation
or control commands to equipment. The selected programming
language is Python, one of the most popular ones used in introductory
programming courses worldwide. Finally, the selected platform for
physical computing is Raspberry Pi, a small single-board computer
developed in the United Kingdom by the Raspberry Pi Foundation
(https://www.raspberrypi.org/) to promote the teaching of basic
computer science in schools and in developing countries. It does not
include cases nor peripherals (such as keyboards and mice) to keep its
price as low as possible. Furthermore it offers 40 pins (General
Purpose Input-Output or GPIO connectors) that make it very easy to
connect sensors, motors and other actuators to it.
Learning activities contained in this document are flexibly organized
around the subject of Road Safety for the following reasons:
 The importance of learning about Road Safety in schools
 The interdisciplinary nature of this subject that opens up many
opportunities for student projects linking to many STEAM
fields
 Learners can follow the material and pursue their personal
interests via hands-on action learning approach incorporating
game-like personalized instruction that encourages learners’
creativity and innovative thinking.
Learning activities are organized into five modules that should be
implemented in universities in after-school hours or weekends. It is
advisable that facilitators - academic staff, university students and
secondary teachers –be involved. Target learners are Secondary
Education VET students (accompanied by their teachers, if desired).
The assumption in this theme, as already stated, is that the
participating students will have a strong proficiency in STEM. Note,
however, that it is also possible for secondary students beyond VET
sector to follow the modules of this theme assuming that they do have
a certain background in STEM. This necessary background is covered
by existing curricula in lower secondary education in most EU
countries.
Physical Computing, which is the technological area covered, has a
high employability potential and demonstrates synergies between
several technical fields including computer programming, robotics,
mechanical engineering and electronic engineering. The combination
of STEM with Art and Design is also an important aspect that
encourages creativity and innovative thinking.
The five modules of this theme provide a learning path to secondary
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students that cultivates their knowledge in physics (electricity),
mathematics and computer programming, understanding practical
applications of STEM, addressing issues related to physical computing
and its potential for innovation, teamwork skills, language skills and
motivation to pursue STEM careers.
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ABBRE VI ATI ONS

GPIO

General Purpose Input-Output

SE VET

Secondary Education VET

VET Vocational Education and Training
STEM
STEAM
SETTING UP
R AS P BE RRY PI

Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics
Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics

Raspberry Pi is a bare circuit board that needs a certain setup in order
to be operational. After you acquire a Raspberry Pi you need to add an
operating system on a memory card and insert it into its special slot.
Furthermore, you need to have a screen and connect it using an
HDMI cable. Finally you need to connect mouse and a keyboard,
using USB connectors. To start using the Raspberry Pi you will have to
learn a few basics of the Linux operating system and get acquainted
with PIXEL which is the graphical desktop provided by Raspbian, the
most popular Linux-based Operating System for Raspberry.
The figure below depicts the circuit board of Raspberry Pi 3 that we
will use in all modules of this theme. All slots and connectors are
shown along with the GPIO pins (top side of the board). The memory
card with the Raspbian Operating System (we will see next how to
install it) should be inserted in the microSD slot shown on the left side
of the board. The screen is connected with an HDMI cable at the
HDMI out port shown in the bottom of the figure. The keyboard and
the mouse are connected in any of the USB ports shown at the right
side of the board.
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Image 1: Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+. Drawing from
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:RaspberryPi_3B.svg
To install the Raspbian Operating System, you first need to download
it from the Official website: Open your favourite web browser and
visit the page https://www.raspberrypi.org. Then select the
“Downloads” section on the top menu bar. Then select “Rasbian” as
shown in the screenshot below.

In the next page (https://www.raspberrypi.org/downloads/raspbian/)
you select which version of Raspbian to download. It is suggested to
select “Raspbian Buster with desktop and recommended software” so
that the necessary software packages for the modules of this theme
would be installed along with the operating system.
I NS TALLING
R AS P BI AN AND
USING THE RPI
FOR THE FIRST
TIME

Using a USB card reader or an SD Memory Card slot, format the
micro SD card that you intend to use with your Raspberry and then
write the “.img” file with raspbian in it. To do so, please follow the
instructions below:
1. Format your SD Memory Card. To do so, download and
install
the
SD
Memory
Card
Formatter
(https://www.sdcard.org/downloads/formatter_4/)
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2. Put Raspbian in the SD Memory Card. To do so, download
and
install
Win32
disk
imager
(https://sourceforge.net/projects/win32diskimager/files/lates
t/download). Use it to write the “.img” file with raspbian in
the micro SD card that you intend to use with your
Raspberry.
USING THE
R AS P BE RRY PI
FOR THE FIRST
TIME

THE MU IDE FOR
PYTHON

After running RPI for the first time, it will show the desktop and
prompt you to identify your country, networks and give a password
for entering securely. For more information you may consult the pp.
36-39 the official Raspberry Pi Beginner’s Guide that you can
download
from:
https://www.raspberrypi.org/magpiissues/Beginners_Guide_v1.pdf
The Mu Editor is one of several simple, yet powerful, editors that
could be used to develop and run Python programs. It runs on most
operating systems (Windows, Linux, Mac OSX) including Raspbian.
More details can be found at https://codewith.mu/en/. To install it
on a Raspberry using Raspbian, the easiest way is to use the
Recommended Software application. It provides a selection of the
best of this software, hand-chosen by the Raspberry Pi Foundation
and Raspbian project volunteers. Note that to download this
application you need a connection to the internet. If your Raspberry Pi
is connected, click on the raspberry menu icon, select Preferences, and
finally click on Recommended Software. The tool will load and present
information about available software. After a while, a list of
compatible software packages will appear. These, like the software in
the raspberry menu, are arranged into various categories. Select a
category in the pane on the left to see software from that category, or
click All Programs to see everything. If you select All Programs you
can browse the presented alphabetical list of programs and find “Mu”.
Check the install check box on the right as shown in the screenshot
below and press OK.
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Alternatively, mu can be installed using the following commands on a
terminal:
sudo apt-get install mu-editor
After finishing the installation, mu is ready to run from the
programming menu:

The following screenshot presents mu when first run. Only a
comment is shown initially prompting to write your code. Note that
comments in Python start with the special character #. Whatever is
after this character in the same line is considered a comment.
Comments have no effect during the interpretation and running of
Python code. Their purpose is to help the reader of a program
understand its structure and operation.

After entering some code, it is possible to run it by pressing the
corresponding button (‘Run’). As soon as this button is clicked, it
changes to a ‘Stop’ button and under the editor area an output pane
appears where all program output is printed. The screenshot below
The European Commission's support for the production of this publication does not
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shows what happens after the ‘Run’ button is clicked to run a simple
program that just prints the message “Hello World!”:

Note that in order to be able to run a program, it has to be saved first.
In the example presented in the screenshot above, the program has
been saved with the name ‘helloworld.py’ that is shown in the tab
below the button bar and above the editor area.
At the bottom of the mu window, there is the footer pane. It displays
message along with an indication of the currently selected mode
('Python' in the screenshot above) and a cog that can be clicked to
present an administration window.
Mu supports various operational modes all of which have some similar
functionality encapsulated in several buttons in the button bar at the
top of the mu window. In the following screenshot these buttons are
shown in Python 3 mode:



The first button on the left is used to change mode.



The next three buttons (‘New’, ‘Load’, and ‘Save’) are used to
create, load and save files containing code.



The next four buttons mode specific:
o

‘Run’ is used to run the Python code that exists in the
editor. As soon as the code starts running, this button
will change to ‘Stop’ to enable the termination of
executing Python code.

o

The ‘Debug’ button, when clicked, starts the visual
debugger. The debugger provides an environment for
running Python code that makes it possible to pause
the execution, inspect the state of variables in the
running program and step through the code in order to
see how it is interpreted by the Python interpreter. This
way, if there are bugs in the code, it is easier to find
and fix them. However, apart from identifying and
fixing bugs, the visual debugger provides a useful tool
to help in visualizing the inner workings of code and
get a deeper understanding of its operation.

o

The 'REPL' button, when clicked, opens a panel under
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the editor's area. This panel can be used to execute
Python code interactively. Note here that 'REPL'
stands for “Read, Evaluate, Print, Loop' and this is
exactly what can be done in the corresponding panel:
Python code can be read, evaluated, the results are
printed and then it is possible to loop back for a new
chunk of Python code to read, evaluate, print, etc.
o



The ‘Plotter’ button opens the plotter pane under the
editor area. This pane provides a handy way to visualise
numeric data produced by the running program. If the
running program reads, for example, values from
sensors, these values can be nicely plotted.

The next three buttons are used to change the visual
appearance of mu. In particular, the ‘Zoom-in’ button, is used
to increase the font size used while the ‘Zoom-out’ to decrease
it. The ‘Theme’ button, when clicked repeatedly, toggles
through three display themes: A light theme ('Day') that is used
in the screenshots and it is usually considered the most
convenient for the eyes, a dark theme ('Night') that is energy
saving and presents code in a black background using different
font colours for reserved words, variables, comments etc., and
the 'High Contrast' black and white theme that uses black
background and white font colour for all code.

Finally, the last three buttons at the right of the button bar provide
functionality to check the syntax of the code in the editor area (using
the ‘Check’ button), present help pages on the default web browser
('Help' button) and close the editor ('Quit' button). The messages
related to the correctness of code, when the ‘Check’ button is clicked’
are presented in the left side of the footer pane.

RE ADY FOR THE
NEXT STEPS!

The next sections present five learning activities that will guide you in
your first steps to learn Python and use it to develop interesting
projects in a Raspberry Pi. All activities presented assume that you
have access to Raspberry Pi properly configured to run Python 3 using
the Mu editor. Enjoy!
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First Steps in Python - Time Estimation Game

AIM

SYNOPSIS

The aim of this practical lab activity is to learn the basics of Python
and start using the mu editor to develop your own Python programs.
We will build a simple, yet interesting, game that will test and develop
your reflexes and skills to estimate time durations. This is a skill that
can be very useful in many situations related to Road Safety, the
subject of all learning activities presented here. The game will be based
on text-based interaction between the player and the Raspberry Pi
computer. In learning activities to follow we will build our knowledge
on using graphics, sensors, LEDs, etc.
When this first Python program is run, the user will be asked to give
her/his name. The computer will greet the user and then ask him to
press the <enter> key in the keyboard after a specific number of
seconds that is randomly chosen between 3 and 10. After the user
presses the <enter> key, the computer presents the actual time elapsed
so that the user can see the difference with the target time duration.
Here is a typical result after running the program:

There is a short time delay when printing ‘...’ so that the user pays
more attention on the prompt for the requested time estimation.
The complete Python code of the finished program is the following:
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THEORY

Computer programs and the Python programming language
A computer program can be considered as a sequence of instructions
that are executed one after the other. These instructions could present
information on the screen, receive user input from the keyboard,
process data and store the results in computer memory or even pause
the execution of the program for a certain time duration.
There are many programming languages that can be used to develop a
program. Python is one of the most interesting ones to learn due to its
simplicity and popularity. It is a rather new programming language that
was created by Guido van Rossum in the ‘90’s. It is a general purpose
programming language, meaning that it can be used to develop any
kind of computer program. It is an interpreted language, meaning that
most of its implementations execute instructions directly and freely,
without the need to compile a Python program as a whole into
machine-language instructions. The interpreter executes the program
directly, translating each statement into a sequence of one or more
subroutines, and then into another machine-language code.
One of the merits of Python when it comes to physical computing is
its object-orientation. Object-oriented Programming is a programming
paradigm that addresses the issue of structuring programs by providing
the means to specify properties and behaviours that are bundled into
individual objects. It is an approach for modelling concrete, real-world
things as software objects, which have some data associated with them
and can perform certain functions. This way, electronic devices such as
LEDs, sensors etc., can be very effectively modelled as objects and
make it very easy to manipulate them through software.
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Functions and modules in Python
Functions are chunks of code that can be reused whenever a
programmer wants to. Functions are initiated by calling them using
their name and a comma separated list of input parameters that are
enclosed in parentheses. For example, the following line of code uses
the print() function to present a “Hello!” message, give as function
parameter, on the screen:

The result when running it in mu is:

Some functions are immediately available in Python. Some others are
organized in modules that need to be imported by a program in order
to use their functions. For example, the following chunk of code
imports the sleep function from the time module and uses it to present
the numbers from 1 to 5 so that there is a delay of 1 second between
the printing a number and the next one:

And the result on the screen is:

In the code above three input parameters have been passed to the
print() function in lines 03, 05, 07, 09 and 11 to ensure that the output
is as expected. In particular, the first input parameter end="" is used to
specify a character that is printed after printing the first input
parameter and before printing whatever the next call to print() will
print. If the parameter is omitted (as it is usually the case) the next
print statement will show its message in the next line on the screen.
This is equivalent of using end="\n" in the previous call to print().
"\n" is called the newline character and it is used to signify the change
of line (no visible symbol is shown on the screen). The input
The European Commission's support for the production of this publication does not
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parameter flush=True that is also used in print() ensures that the
function will directly present the value of its first parameter in the
screen. This is necessary because normally output is buffered at least
until a newline is printed. Using flush=True makes sure that the output
goes directly to the screen (the buffer is flushed without waiting for a
newline).
Note here that Python support two ways of passing input parameters
to a function: One is by just typing the value of the parameter (as in
the case for the first input parameter in the above calls of the print
function). The second is by the parameter name followed by an equal
sign and the value of the parameter as it is the case for end="" and
flush=True in print() above.
Loops and variables
In the previous example, there are five similar pairs of instructions that
are executed in sequence. For cases like this when a certain piece of
code is repeatedly executed, Python offers a number of loop structures
that can make the code more elegant and understandable. One of the
most useful such structures is the for loop. The following chunk of
code has the same behaviour as in the previous one but uses a for loop
instead of repeating the same statements:

And the result on the screen is:

Note here that the statements that are repeated in each step of the loop
are indented (lines 04-05). Be careful with indentation when using
loops as it is the only way to specify which statement belongs to which
loop.
To change how quickly the characters are printed, the number of
seconds to sleep (line 05) can be changed. Modify line 05 as suggested
below to increase the printing speed by 100%:

Note here that the for loop specified a variable c that will be assigned
one by one the characters in the string "12345". Variables can be
considered as named locations in the computer memory that can store
certain values. These values can be used in program statements, e.g. as
input parameters in functions. Furthermore they could be changed as
the program runs, e.g. each time the for loop above repeats, variable c
will be assigned to the next character of "12345" starting from the first
The European Commission's support for the production of this publication does not
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one.
In many programming languages, variables need to be declared or
defined before they can be used. This is not the case in Python:
Variables can be directly used whenever needed without the need to
declare them in advance. To create a variable, the only thing to do is
just assign a value to it. The usual way of assignment apart from the
way to do it in for loops as already presented is with a single equals sign
(=). For example, the code below assigns a numeric value to a variable
and then increases it by 1.

Variable names in Python can be any length and can mix uppercase
and lowercase letters (A-Z, a-z), digits (0-9), and the underscore
character (_). A variable name can contain digits but its first character
cannot be a digit. For example, age, Age, aGe, AGE, a_g_e, _age, age_,
_AGE_ are all valid variable names in Python. Finally, variables names
cannot be Python reserved words such as False, True, import, from,
for etc. To see a complete list of Python keywords (may differ between
different versions of Python) just run the following code:

Data types in Python
Every value has a datatype in Python. The most important types have
already been used in the examples above:






P R ACTI CE

Integers are numeric values, positive or negative, such as 12, 1, 0, and -34.
Floating point numbers, positive or negative, such as 3.14, 19.0, 0.0, and -34.4533.
Strings are sequences of Unicode characters. Double quotes or
single quotes can be used for defining them: "a12", 'nick'. "" or
'' is the empty string, a string with zero characters.
Booleans are two special values: True and False that represent
if something is valid (true) or invalid (false). More about this
type of values, on subsequent activities.

The simplest program that is usually presented when introducing a new
programming language is a program that just prints a “Hello World!”
message. We have already seen this simple program in the previous
section when presenting the mu editor. Let us try now to make this
program more interesting by personalizing the message printed. In
particular, we will use yet another built-in Python function (such as
print()) to let the user input her/his name when the program runs,
The European Commission's support for the production of this publication does not
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store the name in a variable and use this stored value to greet the user.
Let us see how:

When this code is run, the user is prompted to input her/his name:

After typing it and pressing <Enter>, a greeting is shown:

The first important concept to underline in the above code is the use
of variables. Variables correspond to memory locations that contain
some value. Furthermore, they have a name that is composed of a
sequence of letters including the special characters '_' and number
digits provided that they are not used for in the first position of the
variable name. Consequently, the following variable names are valid:
_username, username1. On the contrary 5username is not a valid
variable name because it starts with a numeric digit.
In contrast with other programming languages, variables need not be
explicitly defined in Python. Whenever in a program it is necessary to
use a new variable, it is possible to type a name and assign a value to it
using the assignment operator ‘=’. It is important to underline here
that the assignment operator in Python needs to have a variable name
at its left and an expression computing a value at its right. That
expression could be a function call, as it is the case in the above code
where there result of the input() function call is used to specify the
value assigned to the variable name.
To use the value of a variable, you need only reference it with its name
whenever it is appropriate. When your code is run, the name of the
variable will be replaced with its actual value as it is the case with line
03 of the code above where the value of the variable username is used
in the print() function to print out the value that has been stored in it
(line 02 of the code).
Regarding the input() function, it should be noted that when executed,
the computer will pause waiting for user input. Whatever the user types
is returned as a value when the <Enter> key is pressed in the
keyboard. This value can be assigned to a variable, as it is the case with
line 02 of the code above.
Finally, we should make some notes regarding the use of the + symbol
in line 03 of the program above to combine strings. This symbol is
The European Commission's support for the production of this publication does not
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used to concatenate strings (either stored in variables or directly given
between quotes). The expression "Hello "+name+"!" will concatenate
these three strings together producing a new string.
Let us now extend the program above to ask the user to estimate a
certain time duration. We need to use the following functions from
Python modules:






The time() function from the time module that returns the
current time in seconds assuming that 1 January, 12:00 am,
1970 is time zero (termed as “epoch” in Python).
The sleep() function from the time module that pauses the
execution of the program for a certain number of seconds
whenever called. For example, sleep(2) will cause the program
to pause for 2 seconds.
The randint() function from the random module that returns a
random integer within certain range. For example, randint(2,4)
will return a random integer between 2 and 4.

The first part of the program contains the previous 3 lines of code
extended with the necessary statements to import the necessary
functions:

Next we introduce a variable to store the target time duration in
seconds that the user will be requested to estimate. This variable will be
initialized to random value between 3 and 10, i.e. the user will be asked
to estimate time duration between 3 and 10 seconds.
After specifying the time duration to estimate, the program will present
a message to the user to get ready to estimate a time duration and give
him a clear trigger to start estimating:

To measure the actual estimation of the user, the program will call the
input() function to allow the user to press the <enter> key. Before
calling this function, the current time is recorded and stored in a
special variable with name timeStart. When the user presses the
<enter> key, the input function returns and the program computes the
time elapsed by timeStart recorded from the current time after the
The European Commission's support for the production of this publication does not
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input() function returns. The elapsed time is stored in the timeElapsed
variable and presented on screen using print(). The corresponding code
is given below:

Note that in order to print the number stored in the timeElapsed
variable on screen (line 20) we employ str(), a function that transforms
a number to a string so that it could be concatenated with an
appropriate message to provide a meaningful output for the user.

TIME FOR FUN

Now that you have your first Python program running, you can free
your imagination and try to make it more interesting. Here are a few
ideas for further enhancements and extensions:
Instead of choosing a random number of seconds for the user to
estimate, ask a second user to give the target duration in seconds. Be
careful to coordinate the users with appropriate printing of messages.
Change the way the final message is printed in line 20 so that it
presents the measurement units. Then, further revise the program so
that it prints the number of minutes or milliseconds elapsed instead of
seconds.

ON YOUR OWN
NOW!

Beyond the above enhancements, you can develop a variety of number
guessing games using tricks that involve adding, subtracting,
multiplying, or dividing by a starting number and subtracting the
original number in such a way that you always arrive at a certain
number. For example:
1. Think of a number between 1 and 100.
2. Multiply it by 4.
3. Add 12.
4. Multiply by 2.
5. Add 16.
6. Divide by 8.
7. Subtract the initial original number.
The final number is 5! Develop a Python program based on the above
or find another similar math trick to use in your program.
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V ARI ABLE N AM ES

In many cases, it is necessary to synthesize a variable name by
combining 2 or more words together. In such cases there are some
conventions that could be adopted in order to follow a certain rule that
will make the code more clear.






Camel Case: All words that form the variable name are typed
together, no spaces between them. The first letter of the
second and subsequent words are capitalized. Example:
maxStringLength
Pascal Case: This approach is identical to Camel Case but the
first letter of the first word is also capitalized. Example:
MaxStringLength
Snake Case: Underscore characters are used to separate the
words in the variable name. Example: max_string_length

There is no consensus between programmers on what is the preferable
approach. However, all agree that if you make your choice you should
use it consistently in your code.
Apart from variable, other Python constructs do have names as well
and the approaches presented above, apply to them as well. Such
constructs include functions, classes, modules etc. The Style Guide for
Python Code (known as PEP 8) provides Naming Conventions
referencing suggested standards for names that could be used
depending on the corresponding object. PEP 8 suggests that:



ASSESSMENT

Snake Case should be used for names of variables and
functions.
Pascal Case should be used for class names.

1. Select which one of the following statements is correct:
a. Python is an interpreted programming language
b. Python is a general purpose programming language
c. Python is an object-oriented programming language
d. All of the above statements are correct
2. The Python built-in print() function is used to:
a. Print the value of variables using a printer
b. Output information in the computer screen
c. Calculate the result of arithmetic operations
d. Concatenate strings
3. The Python built-in input() function is used to:
a. Activate the computer keyboard
b. Read an integer from the computer keyboard
c. Read a string from the computer keyboard
d. Assign a value to a variable
4. Variables are used to:
a. Store values in computer memory
b. Make calculations with numbers
c. Store results of complex calculations
d. All of the above
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5. Which one of the following code snippets can be used to increase
the value of a variable by 4?
a. x = x + 4
b. x := x + 4
c. x := 4 + x
d. 4 + x -> x
6. What syntactic structure is used to define a block of code in
Python?
a. Parentheses
b. Indentation
c. Curly braces
d. All of the above
7. Select which one of the following statements is true:
a. A variable name can start with an arithmetic digit
b. A variable name cannot start with a letter
c. A variable name cannot be a Python keyword
d. A variable name can start with any symbol
8. What is the result of executing the statement below?
x = randint(3,10)
a. x will store a random real value between 3 and 10
b. x will store a random integer value between 3 and
10
c. x will store a random integer value greater or equal
to 3 and less than 10
d. x will store a random real value with 3 decimal
digits in the integer part of the number and 10 digits
in the fractional part of the number.
9.
What is the correct statement to execute in order to make the
computer wait for 1 minute?
a. sleep(1)
b. sleep(1m)
c. sleep(60s)
10.
What is the output of the following code?

a.
b.
c.
d.

a*b*c
a*b*c*
abc
abc*

Correct answers: 1(d), 2(b), 3(c), 4(a), 5(a), 6(b), 7(c), 8(b), 9(b), 10(b)
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Communicating with the Physical World - Using LEDs

AIM

SYNOPSIS

The aim of this practical lab activity is to further develop the time
estimation program, make it communicate with the physical world
using LEDs and learn about boolean expressions in Python along with
their usage in flow control structures (if-statements and while loops).
In this activity, we introduce the capabilities of Raspberry PI in
controlling electronic devices as well as the basics of building
electronic circuits along with how to control them using Python code.
The program developed in this learning activity will extend the time
estimation program developed previously. In that previous program
the user was asked to press the <enter> key in the keyboard after a
specific number of seconds that is randomly chosen between 3 and 10.
The prompt for starting estimating the time duration was given in the
computer screen. In this learning activity a LED will be used to give
this prompt. In particular, the user will be asked to start her/his
estimation after five (5) flashes of an LED that will be connected to
the Raspberry PI. The program will not stop after the user gives
her/his estimation. It could be run again, if the user wants to, or
terminate. Here is a typical running session of the program:
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The circuit that is used to control the LED flashing from the program
above, is given next.

As already noted, the red LED that is shown on this circuit, will flash 5
times whenever the user is prompted to estimate a certain time
duration and after that it will remain on until the user presses <enter>
on the keyboard.
The necessary electronic components to build this circuit, are the
following:
Component

Description

Quantity

Resistor 220 Ω

1

LED 5mm

1

The complete Python code of the finished program is the following:
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THEORY

Making choices in Python
There are cases when your programs will need to take certain actions
depending on certain conditions. In such a case your code will check if
the corresponding condition is True or False and will decide what to
do next depending on the result.
There are two Python statements that can be used to make choices:
The if-statement and the while-statement. Let us see them one by one:
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The if-statement looks like this:

<logical expression> is an expression that is evaluated to True or
False. If it is evaluated to True, <statement> is executed. Otherwise
the code from line 03 and on is executed. The if-statement can also
handle the situation when the <logical expression> is evaluated to
False. Let us see how:

Now, if <logical expression> evaluates to True, <statement1> is
executed. If it evaluates to False, <statement2> is executed. In both
cases, the code continues from line 05 and on.
The while-statement also uses logical expressions to control how
certain statements are executed. The difference with the if-statement is
that instead of executing certain code only once when a logical
expression is True, it repeats this code again and again until the logical
expression becomes False. The while-statement looks like this:

Note here that if the <logical statement> is evaluated to False when
the while-statement is started, the <statement> is not executed at all.
As soon as the <logical expression> is evaluated to False, the control
will pass to line 03 and on.
Logical expressions in Python
Both if-statements and while-statements rely on logical expressions.
Let us see how these expressions are structured. Simple logical
expressions can be variables that have a boolean type value, i.e. True or
False. Furthermore, they could be comparisons of arithmetic values
using the comparison operators <, <=, ==, >=, >, <> or != for
testing the relationship between two numbers. The following table
presents the details.
Operator

Description

Example

==

It evaluates to True if the
values of two operands are
equal.

(1 == 2) is False
(3 == 3) is True
(3 == 2) is False

!=

It evaluates to True if the

(1 != 2) is True
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values of two operands are
not equal.

(3 != 3) is False
(3 != 2) is False

<>

It evaluates to True if the
values of two operands are
not equal.

(1 <> 2) is True
(3 <> 3) is False
(3 <> 2) is True

<

It evaluates to True if the
value of the left operand is
less than the value of the
right operand.

(1 < 2) is True
(3 < 3) is False
(3 < 2) is False

<=

It evaluates to True if the
value of the left operand is
less than or equal to the
value of the right operand.

(1 <= 2) is True
(3 <= 3) is True
(3 <= 2) is False

>

It evaluates to True if the
value of the left operand is
greater than the value of the
right operand.

(1 > 2) is False
(3 > 3) is False
(3 > 2) is True

>=

It evaluates to True if the
value of the left operand is
greater than or equal to the
value of the right operand.

(1 >= 2) is False
(3 >= 3) is True
(3 >= 2) is True

Comparisons can be used between values of other types as well. For
example, strings can be compared also using their lexicographic
ordering. Here are some examples:
"George" > "Geography" is True
"George" < "Gorge" is True
"Gorge" <> "Geography" is True
Logical expressions can be combined into more complex ones using
boolean operators. The following table presents them in detail:
Operator

Description

Example

not p

It evaluates to True if p is
False and False if p is True.

(not 1 < 2) is False
(not 2 >= 3) is True

p and q

It evaluates to True if both p (1 != 2 and 3 == 3) is
and q are True. False True
(3 <> 3 and 1 < 2) is
otherwise.
False

p or q

It evaluates to True if either p

(1 <> 2 or 3 < 2) is
True
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or q is True. False otherwise.

(3 <> 3 or 3 < 2) is
False

Raspberry Pi communication with the physical world Raspberry pinout
Raspberry Pi provides a set of 40 pins that enable it to communicate
with the physical world by connecting sensors and actuators. In
particular, it offers many bi-directional I/O pins, which you can use to
drive LEDs, spin motors, or read button presses. When a pin is used
to control an external part by sending electrical signals, we say that it is
used as an output pin. When the pin is used to receive signals, we say
that it is used as an input pin. The following figure presents the
Raspberry pinout layout.
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Prototyping electronic circuits using breadboards
A breadboard is a grid of holes that can host the edges of electronic
components of jumpers. These holes are internally connected with
wires as shown in the following figure:
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The long horizontal lines are usually used to connect with the ground
(blue lines) or the positive voltage 5V or 3.3V (red lines). The vertical
lines are shorter in length to facilitate the interconnection of electronic
components. To connect two columns or rows together we use the
jumper cables that have two male terminals and we can insert each
terminal to a free hole of each row or column.

To use Raspberry Pi with a breadboard during the lab sessions that will
follow, we assume that you use a breakout to connect the Raspberry Pi
pins to the breadboard so that the prototyping of electronic circuits is
very much facilitated.

In the circuit diagrams that will follow we will present only the
breadboard with the breakout on it assuming that you have connected
it with your Raspberry Pi.
Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs)
Diodes are two-terminal electronic components that conduct electric
current primarily in one direction, i.e. they have ideally zero resistance
(very low) in one direction, and ideally infinite resistance (very high) in
the opposite direction. LEDs are a special type of diodes that emit
light when there is an electric current flowing in them. There are
several types of LEDs with different colours in the light they emit
including infrared LEDs that emit infrared light that is not visible with
naked eyes.
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LEDs should be carefully used in electronic circuits. In particular:
1. It is necessary to use their connectors carefully so that the
anode is connected to the power source (e.g. +5V) and the
cathode (-) is connected to the ground.
2. Furthermore, it is necessary to use in sequence with the LED a
resistor in order to limit the electric current that flows through
it and thus protect the LED from destruction.
Resistors
Resistance is a property of any electronic component, however, there
are special components that are used only for their resistance and can
be found in many different types, depending on the resistance
necessary to introduce on a certain circuit. Such components are called
resistors. We will need them to limit the amount of electricity passing
through the LED because otherwise it will get overpowered and burnt.
In this use case the resistor is called current limiter. The amount of
resistance is proportional to the resistor’s ohm value which is colorcoded on the resistor itself.
The unit of measurement for resistance is Ohm (Ω). The indication of
the value of the resistance is based on a colour coding. In particular,
every resistor has a number of colour rings around it that signify its
resistance as the following table indicates:
Colour

Ring 1

Ring 2

Ring 3

Multiplier

Tolerance

Black

0

0

0

1Ω

Not Used

Brown

1

1

1

10Ω

±1%

Red

2

2

2

100Ω

±2%

Orange

3

3

3

1ΚΩ

Not Used

Yellow

4

4

4

10ΚΩ

Not Used

Green

5

5

5

100ΚΩ

±0.5%

Blue

6

6

6

1ΜΩ

±0.25%

Violet

7

7

7

10ΜΩ

±0.10%

Grey

8

8

8

Not Used

±0.05%

White

9

9

9

Not Used

Not Used

Gold

Not Used

Not Used

Not Used

0.1Ω

±5%

Silver

Not Used

Not Used

Not Used

0.01Ω

±10%
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There are 4- and 5-ring codes in resistors. 4-ring codes do not use Ring
3. The following figure presents two examples:

The first resistor of the picture above has four coloured bands so we
use the first two (from right to left) for digits and the third for
multiplier and we get a value of 10 * 10000 = 100 ΚΩ. The second
resistor has five coloured bands so we use the first three of them for
digits and the fourth for multiplier and we get a value of 100 * 1000 =
100 ΚΩ.

P R ACTI CE

We will start to gradually develop the code for this lab activity
assuming that you have set up the electronic circuit presented in the
synopsis section. This circuit contains an LED that is serially
connected to a 220 Ω resistance and controlled by GPIO pin 16 of the
Raspberry PI. In order to drive the LED and control its operations, we
will use the GPIO Zero library. Let us start with a very simple program
that will just flash the LED for 5 times. Each flash corresponds to 0.2
seconds with the LED on and 0.2 seconds with the LED off. We will
need the sleep function from the time module and we will also import
LED from gpiozero. We will also use two constants to store the
number of times to flash the LED and the duration of each flashing.
The code to achieve this is the following:

Constants can be considered as variables that keep their values during
the execution of the code. Python suggests a convention to use capital
letters for the names of such variables. Consequently, in the code
below, the two constants used are:



FLASH_TIME to store the number of times to flash the LED
FLASH_DURATION to store the time in seconds that the
LED will stay on and then off during each flash cycle

To control the LED, a variable has to be initialized (line 04) and then
the on() and off() methods provided by LED can be used (lines 09 and
11 respectively). Note here that LED is what Python calls a class. A
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class can be instantiated to create an object that can be manipulated via
its methods. We will elaborate more on Python classes in the next
section. For the time being it is sufficient to understand how a LED is
initialized in GPIO Zero and how you can set it on and off using the
on() and off() methods respectively.
Lines 09-12 of the code above correspond to a complete flash cycle:
Initially the LED is set on (line 09) and then sleep() is called to
introduce a 0.2 seconds delay (i.e. the value of the constant
FLASH_DURATION. After that, the LED is set off (line 11) and
another 0.2 seconds delay is introduced (line 12). The whole process is
repeated 5 times (for loop starting at line 08).
After elaborating the basic mechanism for flash the LED, we are now
ready to develop the final code for this lab activity. The initial part of
the code, would import the necessary modules and set up the required
variables and constants:

Apart from the imports done in our initial simple code, we also need
to import time from time module (it will be used for calculating the
time that the user estimated to compare it to the target time). We also
need to import randint to generate randomly the number of seconds
that the user will be asked to estimate. Furthermore, we also define a
variable stopProgram that will help us control when to stop the
program. In particular, the program will run until the user decides to
terminate it. In that case this variable will be set to True and the
program will terminate. The variable is initialized to False to signify
that initially the program should run repeatedly.
Using this variable, the main body of the rest of the program will be
structured as a while loop that will continue to execute as long as the
value of the stopProgram variable remains False: (or, equivalently, as
long as not stopProgram evaluates to True, as shown in line 10 of the
code below). Inside the while loop, a variable will be randomly
initialized to specify the number of seconds to ask the user to estimate
(line 11) and all the necessary messages will be printed on the screen
(lines 12-17). Input() is used in line 19 to wait for the user to press the
<enter> key in the keyboard in order to start the time estimation
process.
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The print statements in the above code use an alternative method for
combining values beyond the string concatenation operator + that we
have seen in our initial lab in the previous sections. The technique used
here is to create a comma-separated list of the values that print should
present. See for example the code at lines 14 and 16.
The last line of code above (line 19) waits for the user to press the
<enter> key in the keyboard before the estimation process starts. As
soon as the user presses this key the following code will be executed to
make the LED flash five times. This is essentially the same code as the
initial simple program for flashing the LED:

Having flashed five times, the LED will be set on (line 28) and the user
will be prompted that the timer has started and he needs to press
<enter> when the estimated time duration reaches the target set (line
29). As soon as the user presses the specified key the led will go off
(lines 30-31) and the elapsed time duration will be computed (line 33)
and printed on the screen (line 34).

The last part of the program, handles how and when the program
could be terminated by the user. In particular the user is prompted to
select if another round is wanted or not (line 36). If the user selects to
run once more (line 39) an appropriate message is presented (line 40)
and the code will go back to the beginning of the loop starting at line
10, i.e. the value of the stopProgram variable will be checked, it will be
found False, and the loop will execute once more.
If the user selects to terminate the program (line 42), a goodbye
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message will be printed and the stopProgram variable will be set to
True. Consequently, when the check is made at line 10, the condition
not stopProgram will be evaluated to False and the loop will terminate
along with the program as a whole.
In case the user makes a wrong selection (neither selects to continue or
terminate the program using the corresponding keys) the code at lines
47-49 will be executed. The code will remind the user what are the
available selections and after that the loop starting at line 37 will be
repeated once more so that the user could give a new choice.

Note that in the last code fragment above we have used an extension
of the if--else-statement. In particular we have used elif (line 42) to test
additional conditions in case the initial condition at if clause on line 39
is False. Elif clauses can be chained together so that complex decisions
could be made by evaluating several conditions. Such a chain can finish
with an else clause to account for the cases when all previous
conditions have been evaluated to False.
We have also used the break statement at lines 41 and 45 to stop the
execution of the while loop starting at line 37. This is a usual
programming pattern in Python to use a while True loop that will
repeat forever (the condition to check for continuation is always True)
and will terminate with break statements whenever necessary.
A last note is necessary for the use of end=" " at lines 36 and 47-49
above. This parameter is used to control how the next message will be
printed or where the cursor for user input will be placed after
executing print. By default, print will ensure all such consecutive
actions will start at the next line on the screen. However, if end=" " is
used, a space will be printed in the same line and next printed
characters will be at the same line on screen. If input follows, the user
will see the typed characters at the same line as well.

TIME FOR FUN

Here are a few ideas for further enhancements and extensions on the
program developed so far:
Extend the program to differentiate between loss and victory
depending on how close the estimation is to the target time. You may
compute the gap between the estimated time and the target time (using
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the absolute value of the difference) and divide by the target time. This
is the so called percentage error. If percentage error is below a certain
constant (e.g. 0.1 to signify a percentage error less than 10%) then the
user wins. Otherwise the user loses. Use abs() to compute the absolute
value of a number.
Continue with the previous extension to change how the main
program loop is repeated. Instead of asking the user to decide when to
stop the program, give a certain number of lives. Each time the user
loses, the number of lives is decreased.
Instead of extension 2, continue after extension 1 by modifying the
program to count the number of wins and losses. When the user
decides to stop the program, present the total number of wins and
losses.
Try to invent and implement alternative flashing patterns for the LED
before the user starts to estimate the time duration. Try to differentiate
the time that the LED remains on and the time that it remains off. Try
to change the flashing rhythm, i.e. you could create n flashes that start
slowly (big delays before the LED changes state) and gradually get
quicker (smaller delays between LED changes).
ON YOUR OWN
NOW!

Beyond the above enhancements, you can develop a variety of number
of interesting programs to implement various flashing patterns with a
LED. Each pattern corresponds to a certain number of iterations
during which the LED will be turned on for a certain period of time
and off for another duration.
Another interesting project that you could work on is to use a LED to
build an optical telegraph that implements the Morse code. You can
read about the Morse code at the corresponding Wikipedia article:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morse_code

DEEPER INTO THE
PHYSICS OF
RESISTORS O HM ’ S L AW

The current I that flows through a resistor with resistance R and the
voltage V at its edges are related with the following formula which is
called Ohm’s Law:
R=V/I
Depending on what is known and what is unknown, the above
formula can be transformed to facilitate the calculation of either
voltage V or current I:
V = RI or I=V/R
You can use this law to find the value of the electric current of a circuit
if you know the value of the resistance and the voltage applied. Or,
you can use it to find the value of the voltage if you know the
resistance and the value of the electric current. Using a multi-meter, try
to find these values on the circuit we have developed in this lab activity
and check that the Ohm’s law actual applies. If you do not know how
to use a multi-meter, you can check this video:
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https://youtu.be/SLkPtmnglOI

ASSESSMENT

1. You have variables x and y defined in your code and you want to
assign the smaller value to variable min and the largest value to variable
max. To do so you have to complete the following code:

Select the correct condition to put in place of ... :
a. x<=y
b. x>=y
c. x>y
d. x=>y
2. What will be the output of the following code?

a. 1,3,5,7,9
b. 3,5,7,9,11
c. 3,7,9,11
d. 1, 3, 5, 7, 9
3. What will be the output of the following code?

a. 01234
b. 1 2 3 4 5
c. 012345
d. 0 1 2 3 4 5
4. Select which one of the following statements is correct.
a. Boolean operator and evaluates to False only if both
of its operands are False
b. Boolean operator or evaluates to False even if only
one of its operands is False
c. Boolean operator and evaluates to True only if both
of its operands are True
d. Boolean operator or evaluates to True only if both
of its operands are True.
5. Select which one of the following statements is correct.
a. LED stands for Light Emitting Device.
b. The cathode of a LED should be connected to the
ground.
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Lights, Sounds and Buttons - Controlling Traffic Lights
c. A LED can emit only white light.
d. None of the above statements is correct.
6. What is the unit of measurement for electrical resistance?
a. Volt
b. Ampere
c. Ohm
d. Watt
7. Select which one of the following statements is correct.
a. A breadboard is a device that provides power to
electronic elements.
b. A breadboard is a construction base for prototyping
electronic circuits.
c. A breadboard is an electronic element that follows
the Ohm’s law.
d. All of the above statements are correct.
8. What is the output of the following code if there is a LED
connected to GPIO 18?

a. The LED will blink once and then remain off
b. The LED will blink once and then remain on
c. The LED will blink constantly alternating on and
off
d. The LED will light and remain on.
9. What is the output of the following code if there is a LED
connected to GPIO 18?

a. The LED will blink once and then remain off
b. The LED will blink once and then remain on
c. The LED will blink constantly alternating on and
off
d. The LED will light and remain on.
Correct answers: 1(a), 2(c), 3(a), 4(c), 5(b), 6(c), 7(b), 8(c), 9(c),
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AIM

SYNOPSIS

The aim of this practical lab activity is to further develop skills in
physical computing with Raspberry Pi to communicate with the
physical world using LEDs and, additionally to the previous lab,
buzzers to output sound and buttons to enable user input. With
respect to programming skills, this lab will present important concepts
and techniques addressing the use of functions to organize complex
code, global versus local variables, tuples and lists to organize
collections of elements in Python.
Having a certain experience with LEDs, we are ready to develop a
more complex project that will try to simulate the operation of traffic
lights. In particular we will use a car traffic lights with a red, an amber
(or orange) and a green light in combination with a pedestrian traffic
light with red and green light. To help pedestrians, this system of
traffic lights offers a button that can be pushed by pedestrian.
Furthermore, it emits a sound signal when the pedestrian traffic light is
green to help blind pedestrians cross the road.
The following figure presents the electronic elements for this project
in a breadboard and their wiring with Raspberry GPIO pins.

GPIO pins 16, 20, and 21 are wired to the red, amber (orange) and
green LED of the car traffic light respectively. GPIO pins 5, and 6 are
wired to the red and green LED of the pedestrian traffic light. Note
here that all LEDs are protected with resistors so that the electric
current in the corresponding circuits does not cause any damage to the
LEDs. Finally, the push button is wired with GPIO 12 and the buzzer
with GPIO 18. These details are shown in a more abstract way in the
schematic that follows:
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The necessary electronic components to build this circuit, are the
following:
Component

Description

Quantity

Resistor 220
Ω

5

LED 5mm

5 (2 red, 2 green and one amber
coloured)

Push button

1

Active
buzzer

1

Starting from the above set up of components, your task in this lab is
to gradually develop the necessary Python code using the GPIO Zero
library, in order to simulate the traffic lights as follows:
Usual cycle of traffic lights
1. The pedestrian green light is on for 4 seconds, while at the
same time the car red light is on.
2. The pedestrian traffic light turns red for 1 second and at the
same moment the car amber (orange) turns on while the car
red light remains on.
3. The green car light turns on for 4 seconds while the red and
amber (orange) light of the car traffic light turn off. The
pedestrian traffic light remains red.
4. The car traffic light turns to amber (orange) for 1 second while
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the pedestrian traffic light remains red.
5. The cycle starts again from step 1 or, if the button has been
pressed during the cycle, then the pedestrian cycle starts and
after that, the usual cycle restarts from step 1.
Pedestrian cycle of traffic lights
The pedestrian traffic light starts green and the car traffic light starts
red for 10 seconds. Every one second the buzzer beeps for 0.5 second
and remains silent for 0.5 second. This cycle can start after the end of
the usual cycle as long as a pedestrian presses a specific button in the
pedestrian traffic lights. This is simulated with the button shown in the
circuit above that is connected to GPIO pin 12.
The final code that controls the electronic circuit in an appropriate way
to implement the above traffic light behaviour is the following:
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THEORY

Functions in Python
Functions are an important construct that help us in better organizing
code in Python. Functions also help in reusing code fragments, thus
making the programmer’s work easier and efficient. We have already
used several functions until now such as print() and input(). In this
section we will learn how to create our own functions.
Functions are essentially fragments of code that can be called and
that usually return some results after they finished their execution.
They can also affect the status of a program or change the state of
electronic elements that are connected to the running computer. This
is the way that we will use them in this lab activity.
To define a function in Python, we used the def keyword. We provide
a name for the function and a list of parameters inside parentheses.
The list of parameters may be empty, if we want to. In such a case the
function will not receive any input when it is called. For example, the
following code, when executed, will define a function flash() that will
flash a LED, that is passed as parameter, for number of times as
specified in the second function parameter n. This function does not
return any value.

As you already know, to call a function, just type its name and put in
parentheses a list with the values for the function parameters. If the
function does not accept any parameter, put nothing inside the
parentheses.
To specify function names, follow the same rules presented in the
section above for variables.
Global versus local variables
Using functions is closely related to the distinction between local and
global variables. A variable that is defined outside a function is called
global and we say that it is in global scope. A variable that is defined
inside a function is called local. Global variables can be accessed inside
any function or outside functions, as we have seen in the previous lab
activities. They can be used to provide a way of interaction between
functions in cases where a function changes the value of a global
variable and another function uses this variable to do some work. To
achieve this behaviour, it is necessary to declare the global variables
that a function wants to update. If they are not declared as global
variables, they will be considered as local ones and their changes will
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not be visible outside the function. To declare a variable x as global
inside a function, it is necessary to put the statement global x. We will
see examples in the code that we will develop in this lab activity.
Lists and tuples
A list is an ordered collection of objects. The order of the elements is
an innate characteristic of the list. A list may contain any number of
elements (constrained by the computer’s memory, of course), of any
type. The same object may occur any number of times. Elements in a
list can be of any type including mixture of different types. Let us see
some examples:




list of working days in a week: ["Monday", "Tuesday",
"Wednesday", "Thursday", "Friday"]
list of digits in the decimal system [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
list of height measurements (in meters) for a group of people
[1.56, 1.78, 0.97, 0.67, 1.78]

All of the above example lists contain elements of a common type:
strings, integers and real numbers respectively. Let us now see an
example of a list that contains elements of different types. It will be a
list of data elements in a person’s postal address: [18, 'Akrotiriou str.',
73132, 'Chania', 'GREECE']
Lists offer an efficient way to store multiple elements in one common
place (variable) so that they can be further used or processed as
needed. As already noted, elements in a list need not be necessarily
unique. Repetitions are allowed such as in the list of the number of
days in a typical year starting from January: days=[31, 28, 31, 30, 31,
30, 31, 31, 30, 31, 30, 31]
Function len() can be used to find the length of list, that is, how many
elements it contains. For example len([2, 1, 9]) will return 3.
Selecting an item in a list, either to use or change its value, is done
using indices inside brackets. For example, the following code prints
the number of days in certain months using the days list defined
above: print("January has ", days[0], " days."). The following code
changes the number of days in February (leap year): days[1] = 29
Negative indices can be used to access elements in the tail of a list. The
last element can be accessed with index -1, the element before that
with index -2, etc. For example, the following code prints the number
of days in November: print("November has ", days[-2], " days.")
Finally, it is possible to specify slices of a list using a starting index, an
ending index and an optional step. For example, the days of months in
summer are days[5:8] while the days of months that start each season
(March, June, September and December) are days[2:-1:2]. Note that in
this last case we used the negative index notation to specify the last
element of the list. It is interesting to note that slicing indices can be
omitted. In such a case, if the first index is omitted, the number 0 is
assumed (i.e. the start of the list). If the second index is omitted, -1 is
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assumed (i.e. the end of the list). If the third index is omitted, 1 is
assumed. Consequently, the notation days[::] will produce a full copy
of the original list because all three slicing indices will use the default
values. In other words the equivalent of days[::] is days[0:-1:1].
Lists can be added and multiplied as well! Adding two lists with the ‘+’
operator produces a new list that is the concatenation of two lists. For
example the expression: [0,1]+[2,3] will evaluate to [0,1,2,3].
Multiplication between a list l and an integer k produces a new list with
k copies of l. For example [0]*3 will produce [0,0,0] while [0,1]*2 will
produce [0,1,0,1].
To delete or remove and element from a list, there are two alternatives.
For example either del days[2] or days.remove(28) will remove the
value 28 at the second position of the days list. Note that the first
alternative deletes an element at a certain position while the second
alternative will remove a certain value from a list. If the value appears
in more than once, only the first occurrence will be removed.
To put new elements in a list, you may use the append() method to put
a new element after the last element of a list. The extend()
method will put a list after the last element. For example if we define
a list numbers = [2, 5, 9], the numbers.append(3) will result in
updating the numbers list to [2, 5, 9, 3] and a subsequent execution of
numbers.extend([11, 12]) will result in a final value for numbers equal
to [2, 5, 9, 3, 11, 12]. Other ways to change the contents of a list can
take advantage of slices and the plus operator in a rather apparent way.
For
example,
continuing
with
the
numbers
list, numbers[len(numbers):]=[21,22] will update it to [2, 5, 9, 3, 11,
12, 21, 22] and a subsequent execution of lst += [31,32] will result in a
final value of [2, 5, 9, 3, 11, 12, 21, 22, 31, 32].
Apart from lists, Python also supports tuples. Tuples are very similar
to lists. They are sequences of elements. They can be handled using
the same operators and methods. The only difference between tuples
and lists is that they cannot be changed. To differentiate their
representation tuples use parentheses, whereas lists use square
brackets. For example, if we specify numbers = (2, 5, 9) it will be a
tuple that could not be changed by operations such as the ones
described in the previous paragraph. Whenever you want your
sequence of elements to be fixed through the rest of your code, use
tuples instead of lists.
Push buttons
Push button are essentially switches that enable a certain circuit to be
switched on and off. We will use them with Raspberry Pi in direct
connection with certain GPIO pins to receive input signals. A push
button such as the one depicted below, has four pins. The two pins on
the left are connected together. The two pins on the right are
connected together as well. When the push button is pressed, the
circuit is turned on.
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Buzzers
Buzzers are electronic components that can be used to produce sound.
They are used in diverse electronic devices such as calculators,
electronic alarm clocks etc. There are two types of buzzers: Active and
passive ones. Active buzzers have an internal oscillator that will
produce a sound as long as it is supplied with electrical power. Passive
buzzers require external oscillator signal and they are not so easy
to use. Consequently, in this lab activity we have selected to use an
active buzzer. But simplicity comes does not come without a price:
Active buzzers can make only a specific sound (or pre-defined
frequency). This is adequate for our project, though. In the figure
below, an active buzzer is depicted, along with its schematic
representation.

P R ACTI CE

We will start to gradually develop the code for this lab activity
assuming that you have set up the electronic circuit presented in the
synopsis section. This circuit contains three LED that represent a
traffic light for cars (red, amber and green coloured respectively). Each
one of these three LEDs is serially connected to a 220 Ω resistance
and controlled by a GPIO pin. In Particular, GPIO 16 controls the red
LED, GPIO 20 controls the amber LED and GPIO 21 controls the
green LED. In order to drive these LEDs and control their operations,
we will use the GPIO Zero library as we did in the previous lab
activity. We will implement a loop (using a while True: statement) that
will repeatedly switch the three LEDs according to the following
pattern:
1. Initially, the red LED is turned on and the other LEDs are
turned off.
2. After four seconds, the amber LED is turned on. The red
LED continues to be on.
3. After 1 second, both red and amber LEDs are turned off and
the green LED is turned on.
4. After 4 seconds, the green LED is turned off and the amber
LED is turned on.
5. After 1 more second the loop is restarted.
The code that implements this traffic light pattern is given below.
Lines 01-02 import the necessary objects from the gpiozero and time
modules. Lines 04-06 initialize variables for the LEDs with appropriate
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names. The while loop is implemented at lines 08-21. Its code directly
corresponds to the steps of the traffic light pattern described above.
Step 1 is implemented at lines 09-11. Step 2 at lines 12-13. Step 3 at
lines 14-17. Step 4 at lines 18-20. Step 5 at line 21.

Our next challenge is to organize the code above using functions so
that we can more easily extend it, step by step, to include pedestrian
traffic lights as well. To do so we will define a function usualCycle that
will implement each step in the while True loop above. Furthermore,
we will define a function that will turn all LEDs off initially so that the
usual cycle can run correctly without executing code that is useless.
Note that after the first execution of loop at lines 09-21 above, the
amber and green LEDs will be off, so there is no real need to execute
lines 10,11 again in the second iteration of the loop and all subsequent
iterations.
Furthermore, the code in lines 04-06 above that is used to initialize the
variables corresponding to the three LEDs of the car traffic light, will
be moved into a setup function that will also ensure that all LEDs are
turned off when the program starts running.
The code below implements all these ideas. Lines 01-02 ensure that all
necessary imports are made. The function to turn off all LEDs is
implemented at lines 04-07. Lines 09-21 define the function that
implements onе cycle of the car traffic lights. The setup() function
defined at lines 23-28 initializes the global variables that correspond to
the red, amber and green LEDs. These global variables are essentially
used in the previous two functions to control the LEDs. After
initializing the global variables, the setup code calls the function to
turn off all LEDs (line 28). A loop() function is defined at lines 30-32
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that continuously calls the usualCycle function using a while True
loop.
The most interesting part of this new version of the program code are
lines 37-42. The purpose of the code at these lines is to initiate the
program execution and enable the user to stop the execution of the
program by pressing Ctrl-C on the keyboard. This code is executed
only if the condition __name__ == '__main__' is True. This happens
whenever you run the code as your main program. If you use the code
as a module (e.g. to reuse the functions that are inside it) this condition
will be False, so the underlying code will not run.
Whenever the code is indeed executed, the setup() function will be
called first (line 38) to ensure that all global variables are correctly
initialized. Then a try-except block is executed at lines 39-42. Tryexcept blocks are a convenient way to handle situations when
exceptions could happen. Exceptions are used for error handling. The
error that we wish to handle here is the pressing of Ctrl-C on the
keyboard that signifies that the user wants to terminate the program.
The try-except block will work as follows: First the code under the try:
statement will be executed. If, during the execution of this code, the
user presses Ctrl-C on the keyboard, then the code under the except:
statement will be executed before the program is terminated. This
code essentially calls the destroy() function that according to its
definition (line 35) calls the ledsOff() function that turns off all LEDs.
Consequently, whenever the user terminates the program, all LEDs
will be turned off and the program will stop.
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The next step is to extend the previous version to implement the
pedestrian cycle of traffic lights. This cycle starts whenever the push
button in the electronic circuit is pressed. Whenever this occurs, the
program updates a global variable to record the button press. This is
variable buttonPressed in the code below. The function setPressed at
lines 32-34 uses this global variable and sets it to True whenever called.
It is called whenever the push button is pressed. This is achieved with
the code at line 46 that is executed just after the initialization of the
button and assigns the setPressed function as a callback that is
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executed whenever the button is pressed.
The global variable buttonPressed is checked during the main program
loop at line 52. If found True, then the pedestrian cycle is initiated and
after that the variable is set to False so that the user will need to press
the button again in order to initiate the pedestrian cycle once more.
To summarize, the main extensions included in the code below in
comparison with the previous code, is the incorporation of the code to
handle the initiation and operation of the pedestrian cycle. This is
achieved at lines 23-30 (implementation of pedestrian cycle), lines 3234 to handle the push button presses, lines 43-47 to initialize the
buzzer and the push button and lines 52-54 to initiate the pedestrian
cycle whenever the push button is pressed.
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The next step to take is to add code for the control of the two LEDs
that represent the pedestrian traffic light. This is achieved below. The
corresponding additions are the following:
1. lines 08-09 extend the function that turns all LEDs off.
2. lines 12, 16, and 17 turn on and off appropriately the
pedestrian traffic light LEDs in synchronization with the car
traffic lights LEDs during the usual cycle.
3. lines 34 and 42 turn on and off respectively the green
pedestrian LED during the pedestrian cycle.
4. lines 54 and 55 initialize the pedestrian traffic light LED during
setup.
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The next step introduces LEDBoard from gpiozero. LEDBoard
represents a generic LED board or collection of LEDs, that could be
managed using sequences of values. In line 35 of the code below, leds
is defined as a LEDBoard that contains the LEDs connected to GPIO
pins 16, 20, 21, 5 and 6. The next line turns all these LEDs off with
only one command. To change the state of all LEDs in the LEDBoard
at once (lines 5, 8, 11, 14 and 20) a tuple of zeros and ones is used.
Each value corresponds to the state of an LED: If zero is used, the
LED will be turned off, if one, the LED will be turned on. This way
the code for implementing the usual cycle (lines 04-17) and the
pedestrian cycle (lines 19-26) is simplified and made more readable.
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With a slight modification introducing a new global variable that will
hold the status of each LED in the LEDBoard (as a tuple) and the
corresponding duration for each step of the usual cycle, the above
code transforms into the final code presented in the Synopsis section.
In particular lines 04 to 17 will change to:

TIME FOR FUN

Here are a few ideas for further enhancements and extensions on the
program developed so far:
1. Extend the code of this lab activity to change the sound
pattern during the pedestrian cycle 2 seconds before the green
light goes off for the pedestrians. In particular the beeps
should become quicker to signify to the pedestrian that soon
the green light will go off. You can further enhance this
approach by gradually changing the rhythm of the beep from
slow to fast as time passes.
2. Modify the electronic circuit of this lab activity to simulate the
car traffic lights in a street junction. Your circuit should have
two sets of three LEDs in each direction (red, amber and
green). You will not need the buzzer nor the button for this
extension. Then, modify the code to synchronize the two car
traffic lights so that when cars are allowed to pass across one
road of the junction, the cars are stopped at the other road. Be
careful to synchronize correctly the amber lights to ensure that
cars stop in one road before cars on the other road are allowed
to pass.
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ON YOUR OWN
NOW!

FLAS HI NG LE DS
WITH DIFFERENT
BRIGHTNESS

Beyond the above enhancements, you can develop a variety of
interesting simulations and models using LEDs, push buttons and
buzzers. For example, you may create an alarm that would be initiated
when a push button is pressed. The alarm will flash the LED following
a specific pattern and will also beep whenever the LED is turned on.
You can simulate different types of alarms with different buttons (one
push button for each alarm type).
LEDBoards can be used with the pwm property set to True (it is False
by default) so that the corresponding LEDs could be controlled using
a float number instead of just 1 and 0. In such a case, if the LED value
is 1, it will shine 100% (brightest). Values between 0 and 1 will make it
shine more or less depending on how close to 1 or 0 this value will be.
You can read more about these features of LEDBoards at
https://gpiozero.readthedocs.io/en/stable/api_boards.html#ledboard
Try to experiment with this feature to make a LED simulate a candle.
Use your imagination to create interesting flashing patterns.

ASSESSMENT

1. Select which one of the following statements is correct.
a. A list may contain the same object (or value) only
once
b. A list may contain another list
c. The list [1,2,3] and the list [3,2,1] are the same
d. All of the above statements are correct
2. If lst=["one","two","three","four","five"] select which is the correct
result of lst[1:-2]
a. ["two","three"]
b. ["one","two","three"]
c. ["two","three","four"]
d. ["one","two"]
3. If lst=["one","two","three","four","five"] select which is the correct
expression to remove the middle element (i.e. "three")
a. lst[2] = []
b. lst[2] = ""
c. del lst[2]
d. lst.remove(2)
4. What is the value of lst after executing the code lst=[0,1]*3?
a. [0,1,3]
b. [0,1,0,1,0,1]
c. [0,0,0,1,1,1]
d. [[0,1],[0,1],[0,1]]
5. What is the value of x after executing the code x=[12]+[13]?
a. 25
b. [25]
c. [12,13]
d. [1213]
6. If tup=("one",2,"three","four","five") select which is the correct
expression to replace 2 with 'two'.
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a. tup[1] = "two"
b. tup[1:2] = "two"
c. tup(1) = "two"
d. The tuple cannot be changed.
7. If tup=("one","two","three","four","five") select which is the result
of the expression tup[1:3].
a. ["two","three"]
b. ("two","three")
c. ["one","two","three"]
d. ("one","two","three")
8. If tup=("one","two","three","four","five") select which is the result
of the expression tup[-1:1:-2].
a. ["three","five"]
b. ("three","five")
c. ["five","three"]
d. ("five","three")
9. Select which one of the following statements is correct.
a. Push buttons can be active or passive
b. Push buttons can switch on and off electronic
circuits
c. Push buttons turn off a circuit when they are
pressed
d. All of the above statements are correct
10. Select which one of the following statements is correct.
a. All buzzers have internal oscillators
b. All buzzers can produce sound at many different
frequencies
c. Buzzers can be active or passive
d. All of the above statements are correct
Correct Answers: 1(b), 2(a), 3(c), 4(b), 5(c), 6(d), 7(b), 8(d), 9(b), 10(c)
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Annex I: Additional Practical Activities
OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING IN PYTHON - GAMES WITH PYGAME ZERO
AIM

The aim of this practical lab activity is to learn the basics of Pygame Zero. Pygame is a powerful
game engine in Python that can be used to develop digital games. Pygame Zero is a simplified
version of Pygame that will make your first steps in digital game development with Python much
more easier. Pygame Zero is well integrated in the Mu editor. You will run directly your Pygame
Zero games from the editor. The game that you will develop in this lab activity is an educational
quiz to learn the traffic signs. You will learn how to present images that represent the traffic signs
on the computer screen using Pygame Zero and how to make random selections of traffic signs
so that the game will have a different behaviour each time is run.
SYNOPSIS

The program of this lab activity implements is simple quiz on traffic signs. The quiz consists of
four multiple choice questions. Each question presents a traffic sign to the player. The player is
able to select a choice from the set of available choices using the space bar on the keyboard. To
register the choice, the player should press the <return> key. Then, the program informs the
player if the answer was correct or not and then the player is asked to press <space> in order to
proceed to the next question until all questions have been presented and answered. In the
extensions of this activity you will be able to extend this game to work with push buttons and
LEDs.
The final code of the quiz game is given next. Note that the game uses Pygame Zero and is run
from the Mu Editor. Mu Editor, when on Pygame Zero mode, ensures that all necessary modules
are imported.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

signs = []
s = Actor("501.jpg",topleft=(10,150))
s.options = [
"Junction ahead controlled by a STOP or GIVE WAY sign",
"Two-way traffic",
"Traffic queues likely on road ahead",
"Bend ahead to the left"
]
s.correctAnswer = 0
signs.append(s)
s = Actor("504.1r.jpg",topleft=(10,150))
s.options = [
"Bend ahead to the right",
"Roundabout",
"T-junction ahead",
"Crossroads ahead"
]
s.correctAnswer = 3
signs.append(s)
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22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

s = Actor("521.jpg",topleft=(10,150))
s.options = [
"National speed limits apply",
"Two-way traffic",
"Uneven road ahead",
"Slippery road ahead"
]
s.correctAnswer = 1
signs.append(s)
s = Actor("544.jpg",topleft=(10,150))
s.options = [
"Solo motor cycles prohibited",
"Tunnel ahead",
"Zebra crossing ahead",
"No overtaking"
]
s.correctAnswer = 2
signs.append(s)
curSign = signs.pop()
changeSign = False
selectedOption = 0
result = ""
WIDTH = 500
HEIGHT = 600
SCREEN_FILL_COLOR = (255,255,255)
def on_key_down(key):
global curSign,changeSign,selectedOption,result
if key==keys.SPACE:
if changeSign:
try:
curSign = signs.pop()
except IndexError:
curSign = None
selectedOption = 0
result = ""
changeSign = False
else:
result = ""
selectedOption += 1
if selectedOption >= len(curSign.options):
selectedOption = 0
if key==keys.RETURN:
if selectedOption==curSign.correctAnswer:
result = "Correct! Press <space> to proceed."
else:
result = "Wrong! Press <space> to proceed."
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72
changeSign = True
73
74 def draw():
75
screen.clear()
76
screen.fill(SCREEN_FILL_COLOR)
77
if curSign == None:
78
screen.draw.text("GAME OVER",(150,290),
79
fontsize=48,color="red")
80
return
81
screen.draw.text("Use <space> to select option.",
82
(10,10),color="black")
83
screen.draw.text("Press <return> to enter choice.",
84
(10,30),color="black")
85
for i,opt in enumerate(curSign.options):
86
if i==selectedOption:
87
c = "red"
88
else:
89
c = "black"
90
screen.draw.text(str(i)+") "+opt,(20,50+i*20),color=c)
91
screen.draw.text(result,(50,130),color="blue")
92
curSign.draw()

THEORY

The theory of the lab activity can be divided into two major parts: The first part refers to most
important object-oriented features of the Python language. The second part is an introduction to
Pygame Zero, a Python library that enables the creation of digital games.
Object-oriented programming in Python
Object-oriented programming is a programming model that uses the concept of objects to
organize program code. It reflects a way of working that considers primarily objects and their
interactions when creating computer programs. Objects can be considered as assemblages of
properties (attributes) and behaviours (methods) that represent any kind of real world or
conceptual entity. Objects are grouped into classes. Objects that belong to the same class share
the same properties and behaviours. Before proceeding to describe how Python support objectoriented programming, it should be noted that Python is a language that combines several
programming paradigms. Apart from object-oriented programming, Python has integrated several
concepts from procedural programming, and functional programming.
Let us see first an example of defining a class in Python. In particular, we will see how we could
define a Question class that will encapsulate the basic functionality related to the definition and
usage of questions in a quiz. The most simple class definition is as follows:
01 class Question():
02
pass
The syntax is quite similar to using def to define a function: The Python keyword class is used
first, followed by the name of the class and parentheses ending with a : before listing the code
that implements the class. In the definition above the pass keyword is used so that no further
code is necessary to be written at this stage.
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After creating a class it is possible to create objects of this class using the assignment operator as
follows:
03 q1 = Question()
04 q2 = Question()
In the code above, q1 and q2 are two variables that will be assigned to the value that Question().
Consequently, Question() behaves like a function that produces objects. However, these objects
currently contain no useful information. To store information in them, we can employ the dotnotation to define certain properties (or attributes) and assign them to the desired values:
05
06
07
08
09
10

q1.interrogative = "What is the speed limit (km/h) in a town?"
q1.options = ["50","60","70","80"]
q1.correctAnswer = 0
q2.interrogative = "What is the stopping distance at 50 km/h?"
q2.options = ["10 m","35 m","50 m","80 m"]
q2.correctAnswer = 1

It is apparent how the above code operates defining the form of a question, the possible answers
(as a list of options) and the correct answer (represented by the list index with the correct
option). Let us see how these properties can be used:
11
12
1314
15
16
17
18
19

print(q1.interrogative)
print("Select the correct answer by corresponding number:")
for idx,option in enumerate(q1.options):
print(str(idx)+") "+str(option))
ansIdx = int(input())
if q1.isCorrectAnswerByIndex(ansIdx):
print("Your answer is correct!")
else:
print("Your answer is not correct.")

To simplify the object creation process, Python offers an initialization mechanism that can be
specified during class definition. Here is how this works:
01 class Question():
02
def __init__(self,inter,opt,corr):
03
self.interrogative = inter
04
self.options = opt
05
self.correctAnswer = corr
Using this class, a new object can be defined as follows:
06 q1 = Question("What is the speed limit (km/h) in a town?", ["50","60"."70","80"],0)
07 q2 = Question("What is the stopping distance at 50 km/h?",
08 ["10 m","35 m","50 m","80 m"],1)
09
The initialization mechanism is encapsulated in a special function __init__() and belongs to a
group of special functions that can be defined within a class to specify special functionality. All of
them have a name that begins and ends with two underscore characters. __init__() is called
whenever a new object is created for the class. A reference to this new object is given in its first
parameter which is conventionally titled self.
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Note that the __init__() function is never explicitly called. The call always uses the name of the
class and the parameters used are the parameters of the __init__() function except the first one.
Apart from properties, objects also have some behaviour that is encapsulated in methods. They are
also used via the dot-notation. Let us see how the definition of the Question class can be
extended to provide a useful method that will check if an answer to a question is the correct one.
01
class Question:
02
def __init__(self,inter,opt,corr):
03
self.interrogative = inter
04
self.options = opt
05
self.correctAnswer = corr
06
def isCorrectAnswer(self,ans):
0708
return self.options[self.correctAnswer]==ans
09
def isCorrectAnswerByIndex(self,ansIdx):
return self.correctAnswer==ansIdx
Using this enriched class definition, the following code can be used to prompt the user to answer
to a question and check the answer given:
10
11
12
13
1415
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

q1 = Question("What is the speed limit (km/h) in a town?", ["50","60"."70","80"],0)
q2 = Question("What is the stopping distance at 50 km/h?",
["10 m","35 m","50 m","80 m"],1)
print(q1.interrogative)
print("Select the correct answer by corresponding number:")
for idx,option in enumerate(q1.options):
print(str(idx)+") "+option)
ansIdx = int(input())
if q1.isCorrectAnswerByIndex(ansIdx):
print("Your answer is correct!")
else:
print("Your answer is not correct.")

Pygame Zero
Pygame Zero is a wrapper around the powerful Pygame library. Pygame is a cross-platform
Python library intended for coding digital games. It includes modules for computer graphics and
sound providing all the necessary functionality to develop digital games with the Python
programming language. Pygame Zero provides several simplifications and automations so that
the development of a digital game is more accessible to coding novices. With Pygame Zero it is
extraordinarily easy to write an entertaining game in only a few lines of Python code. In the
activities that will follow, Pygame Zero will be introduced and used to develop a quiz game
around the theme of road safety and, in particular, learning road signs.
The Mu editor has a special "Pygame Zero" mode. To enter that mode, select the corresponding
item in the window that pops up when pressing the "Mode" button in the toolbar. The following
screenshot presents this option selected as shown in the screenshot below:
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When in "Pygame Zero" mode, the “Play” button, when clicked, starts running the code of the
game using the Pygame Zero framework and turns into a “Stop” button that can be used to stop
the game if desired. When the game code is running any textual input or output is channelled in
the pane added below the text editor. Furthermore, a game window created by PyGame Zero
appears on the desktop.
The “Images”, “Fonts”, “Sounds” and “Music” buttons all work in a similar way to enable access
to assets that are necessary for a game:





images (for sprites, backgrounds etc...),
fonts (to write text on the game screen),
sounds (for sound effects to notify the player when something has happened in the game)
and
music (to create an interesting atmosphere for the game).

Clicking on any of the above four buttons opens the folder with the corresponding game assets
to inspect or enrich them with new ones. To add more assets in any of these folders, just drag
and drop things into them using the file manager/explorer.
P R ACTI CE

Let us start with our first game with Pygame Zero. For this first game you will have to ensure
that the images folder contains the images that you may download from
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/njrl1xvbn8in8re/AAAM6i-PCnP1tPUBnAF2mx2Qa?dl=0 All
these images along with the corresponding traffic sign descriptions have been taken from
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/traffic-sign-images
We will start with the most simple code in Pygame Zero that will allow us to create a window and
present traffic sign from the set of traffic signs stored as images in the above folder. To do so,
we will define two global variables to store the name of the image file (line 01 of the code below)
and the meaning of the traffic sign as a string (line 02). Next we define the values for WIDTH
and HEIGHT (lines 04-05) which are special constants used by Pygame Zero to define the
dimensions of the window of the game. The background color of the window is defined using
SCREEN_FILL_COLOR at line 06.
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At line 08 a graphical sprite is defined and positioned in the game window using the Pygame
Zero class Actor. To create an instance of this class, we need to pass as a parameter the filename
of the image file that contains the graphic to be used for the sprite. Furthermore we define in
which window coordinate will be put the image so that its top left corner will correspond to
point (10,150). The coordinate system of Pygame Zero, as most game engines and image
processing software, considers that the top left corner of the window is the (0,0) point. x-values
increase towards the right and the y-values increase toward bottom.
Finally, at lines 10-16, the draw function is defined. This is a special function in Pygame Zero that
contains the necessary code to be run in order to draw sprites and other elements in the game
window. As you can see, this function initially clears the screen the it fills it with the colour
defined with SCREEN_FILL_COLOR at line 06, then it draws a text to present the meaning of
the sign to be presented and then it draws the actual sign at line 16.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

fileName = "501.jpg"
meaning = "Junction ahead controlled by a STOP or GIVE WAY sign"
WIDTH = 500
HEIGHT = 600
SCREEN_FILL_COLOR = (255,255,255)
sign = Actor(fileName,topleft=(10,150))
def draw():
screen.clear()
screen.fill(SCREEN_FILL_COLOR)
screen.draw.text("The meaning of the sign is:",
(10,10),color="black")
screen.draw.text(meaning,(10,30),color="black")
sign.draw()

When you run this code in Pygame Zero mode in the Mu Editor you will see the following:
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We are ready now to extend the previous program in order to present the traffic sign along with a
list of possible meanings and let the player select one and then see if the selection was correct or
not. The screenshot below shows what is presented when the program starts:

You can see that the first option (at position 0) is coloured red. This means that this is the option
that will be chosen if the player presses the <return> key on the keyboard. Pressing <space>
changes the option that is coloured red. In the following screenshot, the third option is coloured
red (the player has pressed <space> two times after the program started).

If, at this point, the player presses the <return> key, the program will check the choice and
present the result using blue text:
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The third option is, apparently, not the correct one. The correct one is the first option (at index
0). The next screenshot presents the case when the player makes the correct choice:

It is time now to see how this game is coded. The code is an extension of the simple program we
have initially developed. The first extension is to introduce the necessary global variable that will
handle the list of possible options and enable their selection using the <space> key to rotate over
them and the <enter> key to make the final choice. The global variables introduced in addition
to the filename variable (defined in line 01) that we used also in the initial program, are the
following:




The options variable (lines 02-07) is a list with the optional traffic sign meanings. Each
option is a string in the list.
The correctAnswer variable (line 08) is the options list index corresponding to the
element that corresponds to the correct meaning of the traffic sign.
The selectedOption variable (line 09) is also an index to the options list that corresponds
to the option that is currently ready for the player to make a choice. It presented in red
text as we have already seen.
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The result variable (line 10) is a string that is used to present the result after the player
makes a choice. Initially it contains the empty string. If the player makes a correct choice,
it will be assigned to the string "Correct answer!" (line 27). If the player’s choice is wrong,
the assigned string will be "Wrong answer!" (line 29)

Lines 12 -16 are essentially the same as lines 04-08 of the initial program and define the
dimensions of the game window (lines 12-13), the fill colour (line 14) and create the Actor object
that will present the traffic sign (line 16).
Next we define two important functions. One of them is the draw() function (lines 31-45) that as
we have already seen is used by Pygame Zero uses to draw graphics in the game window. The
other function is on_key_down(key). Pygame Zero calls this function whenever a key is pressed
on the keyboard. The information about the key pressed, is passed as a parameter to the function.
Let us now see how these functions are defined in order to achieve the desired behaviour in the
game. These two functions are closely linked together. The on_key_down(key) function will
ensure that all global variables are correctly updated whenever the player presses any key. On the
other side, the draw() function will use the values of the global variables to update the game
window presenting the list of available options with red text for the option that the user can
choose, and, if the user made a choice, the result text in blue.
Lines 20-24 specify what happens when the player presses the <space> key. The selectedOption
is updated and it is ensured that if it becomes bigger than the number of available options, it will
start over from the first option again (lines 23-24). Furthermore, the result string is always
initialized to the empty string so that in case there was a player choice previously, it will be
cancelled and a new opportunity for player choice will be given.
Lines 25-29 specify what happens when the player presses the <return> key. The selectedOption
is compared with the correctAnswer (line 26). If the values are equal, this means that the player
made the correct choice and the result string is set to "Correct answer!" (line 27). If not, the result
string is set to "Wrong answer!" (line 29).
The draw() function, as already noted, uses the global variables as they are updated by the
on_key_down(key) function, to present all information to the player. Initially it clears the screen
and fills it with the screen fill colour (lines 32-33). Then it presents information about the
available keys (lines 34-37) and finally the list of options that the player can choose from (lines
38-42).
The loop to present these options uses a new technique to iterate over the elements of a list. This
technique allows us to have access not only to the current element during the iteration (variable
opt) but also to the index of this element in the list (variable i). This is achieved using the
enumerate() function that takes a list as a parameter and iterates over the elements of the list. At
each iteration it will return a tuple of two values: The index of the element in the list and the
actual element. During this iteration, if the element to be presented corresponds to the option
pointed to by the value of the selectedOption variable, then the colour of the text is set to red,
otherwise to black. A local variable c is used to hold the colour value and then pass this value to
the screen.draw.text() method that presents the corresponding option text (line 43). The next line
(44) is executed after the loop finishes and it draws the text that informs the player if a correct
choice was made. Note that this text is the value of the result variable that will be the empty
string until the player makes a choice. So, until the user makes a choice, line 44 will draw an
empty string, so nothing will be drawn in the game window at this point. The last step (line 45) is
to draw the sign below the text message in the game window.
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01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

fileName = "501.jpg"
options = [
"Junction ahead controlled by a STOP or GIVE WAY sign",
"Two-way traffic",
"Traffic queues likely on road ahead",
"Bend ahead to the left"
]
correctAnswer = 0
selectedOption = 0
result = ""
WIDTH = 500
HEIGHT = 600
SCREEN_FILL_COLOR = (255,255,255)
sign = Actor(fileName,topleft=(10,150))
def on_key_down(key):
global selectedOption,result
if key==keys.SPACE:
result = ""
selectedOption += 1
if selectedOption >= len(options):
selectedOption = 0
if key==keys.RETURN:
if selectedOption==correctAnswer:
result = "Correct answer!"
else:
result = "Wrong answer!"
def draw():
screen.clear()
screen.fill(SCREEN_FILL_COLOR)
screen.draw.text("Use <space> to browse options.",
(10,10),color="black")
screen.draw.text("Press <return> to choose option.",
(10,30),color="black")
for i,opt in enumerate(options):
if i==selectedOption:
c = "red"
else:
c = "black"
screen.draw.text(str(i)+") "+opt,(20,50+i*20),color=c)
screen.draw.text(result,(50,130),color="blue")
sign.draw()

The final step is to make the necessary extensions to the previous program to create the desired
quiz game. To do so we will add questions in the form of traffic signs and optional meanings for
each one of them and revise somehow the use of keys in the keyboard so that the user can iterate
over the questions of the quiz proceeding to the next one after answering the current one. The
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complete version of the code has been already presented in the sections above. In the following it
will be presented in parts with appropriate explanations.
The first part of the final version of the code, creates a list of Actor objects, each one
corresponding to a traffic sign that needs to be recognized by the player. For each sign a number
of alternative meanings are also specified along with the identification of the correct alternative.
At line 01 this list (signs) is specified and set initially to be the empty list. Lines 02-09 create the
first Actor object starting from its initialization (line 02) using the filename that contains the
graphic of the corresponding traffic sign and specifying the position of the sign in the game
window. Next 6 lines (03-08) define the options for the sign meaning. These options are defined
as a list property of the Actor object. Yet another property (options) is used to identify the
correct option (i.e. the meaning of the sign) which is defined at line 09 (property correctAnswer).
After setting up all Actor properties, the new object is appended to the signs list (line 10). The
same code pattern is repeated three more times (lines 12-20, 22-30 and 32-40) to define three
more Actors and insert them into the signs list. Four such objects are created in total and will be
used for the quiz game.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

signs = []
s = Actor("501.jpg",topleft=(10,150))
s.options = [
"Junction ahead controlled by a STOP or GIVE WAY sign",
"Two-way traffic",
"Traffic queues likely on road ahead",
"Bend ahead to the left"
]
s.correctAnswer = 0
signs.append(s)
s = Actor("504.1r.jpg",topleft=(10,150))
s.options = [
"Bend ahead to the right",
"Roundabout",
"T-junction ahead",
"Crossroads ahead"
]
s.correctAnswer = 3
signs.append(s)
s = Actor("521.jpg",topleft=(10,150))
s.options = [
"National speed limits apply",
"Two-way traffic",
"Uneven road ahead",
"Slippery road ahead"
]
s.correctAnswer = 1
signs.append(s)
s = Actor("544.jpg",topleft=(10,150))
s.options = [
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34
"Solo motor cycles prohibited",
35
"Tunnel ahead",
36
"Zebra crossing ahead",
37
"No overtaking"
38 ]
39 s.correctAnswer = 2
40 signs.append(s)
41
The next lines of code set up the necessary global variables (lines 42-43) and define the
dimensions (lines 47-48) and the fill colour (line 49) of the game window. The things that are new
with respect to the previous program, are global variables curSign and changeSign. curSign is
initialized by removing and using the last item of the signs list (the pop() method used in line 42
removes the last element of a list and returns the corresponding object as a result). This variable
stores the sign that will be presented to the player, the current sign. The changeSign holds a
logical value and is initialized to False. This variable signifies when it is time to change the current
sign, i.e. after the player has chosen to give his guess on its meaning. We will see how this is
achieved next. The selectedOption and result variables have the same meaning and function as in
the previous program.
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

curSign = signs.pop()
changeSign = False
selectedOption = 0
result = ""
WIDTH = 500
HEIGHT = 600
SCREEN_FILL_COLOR = (255,255,255)

The next code fragment presents the on_key_down(key) function that is called by Pygame Zero
whenever a key is pressed on the keyboard. As it we have already noted this is a function that
works in coordination with the draw() function. The on_key_down(key) function updates the
global variables, as required, to reflect player moves while the draw() function updates the
information presented on screen. In particular, if the user presses the <space> key,
the on_key_down(key) function will update the selectedOption variable (in a similar way as the
previous program did) in order to iterate over the available alternative meanings of the sign
presented (lines 64-65). Furthermore, if the key is pressed after the user has made a choice, then
then next traffic sign should be presented. This case is signified by the value of the changeSign
variable that will be True in this case. The corresponding code to handle the change of the sign
presented is at lines 55-61. In particular, this code starts with an attempt to pop the last element
of the signs list (lines 55-56). If the list is empty (due to previous pop ups) the IndexError
exception will be raised and the code at line 58 will be executed that will assign the value None to
the curSign and will have the consequence of terminating the program. Furthermore, after
changing the current sign, the selected option is initialized to 0 (line 59) and the result (message
to be presented if the user selects the correct or wrong option) is set to the empty string (line 60).
Finally the changeSign is set to False as initially when the program is first run so that the next
time <space> is pressed, the program will iterate over the alternative options of the meaning of
the current sign.
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Lines 67 - 72 define how the program reacts whenever the player presses the <return> key. This
is the case when the player chooses the selected option for the meaning of the current sign. The
code compares the value of selectedOption to the property correctAnswer of the curSign object
and if they are the same, the result variable is assigned to the text "Correct! Press <space> to
proceed." so that the player will be subsequently informed (after the draw function will execute to
update the game window). In a similar way, if the selected option is not the correct one, the value
of variable result will be set to "Wrong! Press <space> to proceed." sdf In both cases the
changeSign variable is set to True (line 72) so that the next time the user presses the <space>
key, the code at lines 55-61 will be executed to change the current sign presented on the game
window.
51 def on_key_down(key):
52
global curSign,changeSign,selectedOption,result
53
if key==keys.SPACE:
54
if changeSign:
55
try:
56
curSign = signs.pop()
57
except IndexError:
58
curSign = None
59
selectedOption = 0
60
result = ""
61
changeSign = False
62
else:
63
result = ""
64
selectedOption += 1
65
if selectedOption >= len(curSign.options):
66
selectedOption = 0
67
if key==keys.RETURN:
68
if selectedOption==curSign.correctAnswer:
69
result = "Correct! Press <space> to proceed."
70
else:
71
result = "Wrong! Press <space> to proceed."
72
changeSign = True
73
The final part of the program code is the draw() function as shown next. This function ensures
that the information presented on the game window is correctly updated each time a global
variable changes. Lines 75-76 clear the game window and fill it with the
SCREEN_FILL_COLOR. If no current sign is available to be presented, it means that all quiz
questions have been presented and the game should finish (lines 77-80) An appropriate GAME
OVER message is drawn (lines 78-79) and the function is terminated (line 80). Otherwise, the
rest of the code executes: Messages about the available user moves are presented (lines 81-84),
optional meanings of current sign are drawn with selected option indicated with red font (lines
85-90) and the graphic of the current sign is drawn (line 91).
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74 def draw():
75
screen.clear()
76
screen.fill(SCREEN_FILL_COLOR)
77
if curSign == None:
78
screen.draw.text("GAME OVER",(150,290),
79
fontsize=48,color="red")
80
return
81
screen.draw.text("Use <space> to select option.",
82
(10,10),color="black")
83
screen.draw.text("Press <return> to enter choice.",
84
(10,30),color="black")
85
for i,opt in enumerate(curSign.options):
86
if i==selectedOption:
87
c = "red"
88
else:
89
c = "black"
90
screen.draw.text(str(i)+") "+opt,(20,50+i*20),color=c)
91
screen.draw.text(result,(50,130),color="blue")
92
curSign.draw()
TIME FOR FUN

Now that you have developed your first Python game with Pygame Zero, you are ready to put
your imagination in action to make it more interesting. Here are a few ideas for further
enhancements and extensions:
1. Modify the program we have developed in this lab activity to count the number of
questions that were answered correctly and present it when the game is over.
2. Extend the number of questions using the traffic signs. For each new sign that you add in
the program, create an appropriate options list by mixing the correct description of each
sign with other descriptions.
3. Modify the program we have developed in this lab activity so that it does not stop after
the presentation of the questions but continues with all the questions that were not
answered correctly by the player. This is repeated until the player answers all the
questions correctly.
4. Modify the program we have developed in this lab activity to work with two push button
connected to a GPIO pin of the Rasberry as we have seen in the lab on Lights, Sounds
and Buttons. One of the push buttons represents YES and the other NO so that the
player can select the appropriate one to answer each question presented on screen.
5. Modify further the previous version by introducing two LEDs, one red and one green.
Whenever the user answers correctly, the green LED should flash following an
appropriate pattern. If the user answers incorrectly, the red LED should flash.
ON YOUR OWN NOW !

Beyond the above enhancements, you can develop a variety of interesting games using Pygame
Zero. Using the program developed in this lab activity as skeleton you can develop your own quiz
game in your favourite school subject like history, geography, physics, or even mathematics. The
idea is to find some appropriate images and build your quizzes using these images. Each image
should be associated with a number of possible alternative meanings one of which will be true.
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SOUNDS AND M USI C IN P YG AM E ZE RO

Sounds and Music can make a game really exciting. Pygame Zero supports the incorporation of
Sound and Music in your games. Pygame Zero can load sounds in .wav and .ogg formats. The
first is very convenient for sound effects. OGG is better for music. It is a compressed format.
You can find free .ogg and .wav files online so that you can enhance your games.
To use sounds and music you have to put the corresponding files in the sounds and music
folders of your project the same way as you put image files in the images folder. Having done so,
you can use the play() method to play your sounds and music. You can find out more on how to
use
sounds
and
music
at
https://pygame-zero.readthedocs.io/en/stable/builtins.html
Using sounds, you can enhance the quiz game with interesting sound effects when the player
iterates over the options of a quiz question as well as to report that a player choice was correct or
wrong.
ASSESSMENT

1. Select which one of the following statements is correct.
a. A class is a blueprint for an object
b. Only one object can be created from a certain class
c. Both a and b above are correct
d. Neither a nor b above is correct
2. Consider the following statement: “The first argument of every class method is always a
reference to the current instance of the class. By convention, this argument is always named
self”. Select which one of the following options is correct.
a. The statement is always correct
b. The statement is always incorrect
c. The statement is always correct only for the __init__ class method
d. The statement is correct for all class methods except for __init__
3. Function __init__()
a. initializes a class so that it can be used
b. initializes all attributes of an object to zero values
c. is called just after a new object is created
d. is called when an object is deleted
4. Select the correct output of the following code.
class Pair:
def __init__(self, a = 0, b = 0):
self.a = a+1
self.b = b+1
p = Pair()
print(p.a, p.b)
a. 0 0
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b. 1 1
c. 0,0
d. 1,1
5.
Select the option that best describes what will be shown if the following code is run in
Mu editor in Pygame Zero mode:
WIDTH = 300
HEIGHT = 300
def draw():
screen.fill((0, 255, 0))
a. Nothing will happen because the code is not syntactically correct
b. A window will be presented filled with green colour
c. A rectangle 300 X 300 pixels will be drawn with red perimeter
d. A rectangle 300 X 300 pixels will flash for 300 milliseconds
6.
Select from the options below the one that represents the correct subfolder name in your
Pygame Zero project folder where all images should be put:
a. pictures
b. figures
c. actors
d. images
7.
Select from the options below the one that corresponds to the name of the Pygame Zero
class that is used to define and handle sprites:
a. Actor
b. Sprite
c. Graphic
d. Object
8.
Select from the options below the correct function name used in Pygame Zero to display
the current position of all sprites:
a. draw
b. update
c. loop
d. setup
9.
Select from the options below the correct function name used in Pygame Zero to define
the behaviour of a game when a key is pressed on the keyboard:
a. key()
b. key_pressed()
c. on_key_down()
d. on_key_pressed()
10.
To draw some text in Pygame Zero, we use the function:
a. draw()
b. text()
c. screen.draw()
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d. screen.draw.text()
Correct answers: 1(a), 2(a), 3(c), 4(b), 5(b), 6(d), 7(a), 8(a), 9(c), 10(d)

MORE ABOUT OBJECTS AND PYGAME ZERO - YET ANOTHER QUIZ GAME
AIM

The aim of this practical lab activity is to go deeper in Pygame Zero and object-oriented
programming in Python. You will explore class inheritance to make your code more modular and
reusable. Furthermore, you will learn how to move graphical elements in Pygame Zero. The game
that you will develop makes considerable use of randomness so that will have a different
behaviour each time is run.
SYNOPSIS

The program of this lab activity implements a more elaborate quiz on traffic signs. The quiz is
different each time the program is run. It randomly selects traffic signs and prompts the user to
select the correct visual representation of sign given its description. The player is able to select a
choice from the set of available choices and see if it is correct or not. This process is repeated for
the questions in the quiz.
To be more specific, the quiz game of this lab activity, reads 88 images of traffic signs from
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/njrl1xvbn8in8re/AAAM6i-PCnP1tPUBnAF2mx2Qa?dl=0 and
then shuffles them randomly and finally groups them in 22 groups of four traffic signs each.
Each group is presented as a quiz question. One of the four traffic signs of the group is randomly
selected to be the sign that the player should identify given its meaning. The user can iterate
between the graphic symbols of the traffic signs in each group and select the one that could
match the given description. If the choice is correct, the player’s score is increased. At the end of
the quiz game, the final score of the player is presented.
The complete code of this quiz game is given next:
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

from random import shuffle,choice
from signfiles import allSigns
WIDTH = 500
HEIGHT = 600
SCREEN_FILL_COLOR = (255,255,255)
N_OPTIONS = 4
result = ""
score = 0
nQuizzes = 0
changeQuiz = False
class Sign(Actor):
def __init__(self,img,desc):
super().__init__(img, topright=(0,150))
self.description = desc
def enterWindow(self):
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18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

self.right = 0
animate(self,"accel_decel",1,None,left=20)
def exitWindow(self):
animate(self,"accel_decel",1,None,left=500)
def initialize():
global signs,totalQuizes
signs = list()
for f,d in allSigns.items():
signs.append(Sign(f[:-4],d))
shuffle(signs)
totalQuizes = len(signs) // N_OPTIONS
nextQuiz()
def nextQuiz():
global signs,quizSigns
global signPresIdx,quizBase
if len(signs)<N_OPTIONS:
quizSigns = None
return
quizSigns = signs[:N_OPTIONS]
signs = signs[N_OPTIONS:]
signPresIdx = 0
quizSigns[signPresIdx].enterWindow()
quizBase = choice(quizSigns)
def on_key_down(key):
global signPresIdx,result
global score,nQuizzes,changeQuiz
if not quizSigns:
return
if key==keys.SPACE:
if changeQuiz:
nextQuiz()
changeQuiz = False
else:
quizSigns[signPresIdx].exitWindow()
signPresIdx = (signPresIdx + 1) % len(quizSigns)
quizSigns[signPresIdx].enterWindow()
result = ""
if key==keys.RETURN:
if quizBase==quizSigns[signPresIdx]:
result = "Correct! Press <space> for next quiz."
score += 1
else:
result = "Wrong! Press <space> for next quiz."
nQuizzes += 1
changeQuiz = True
def draw():
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68
screen.clear()
69
screen.fill(SCREEN_FILL_COLOR)
70
if not quizSigns:
71
screen.draw.text("GAME OVER",(150,290),
72
fontsize=48,color="red")
73
screen.draw.text("Your score: "+str(score)+
74
"/"+str(nQuizzes),(120,330),
75
fontsize=48,color="red")
76
return
77
for s in quizSigns:
78
s.draw()
79
screen.draw.text("Your score: "+
80
str(score)+"/"+str(nQuizzes),
81
(10,20),color="black")
82
screen.draw.text("Use <space> to iterate signs.",
83
(10,40),color="black")
84
screen.draw.text("Press <return> to enter choice.",
85
(10,60),color="black")
86
screen.draw.text("Sign to find:",
87
(10,80),color="red")
88
screen.draw.text(quizBase.description,
89
(50,100),color="red")
90
screen.draw.text(result,(50,120),color="blue")
91
92 initialize()
Note that the code above uses an external module that defines an appropriate data structure that
corresponds
to
the
file
names
of
traffic
signs
in
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/njrl1xvbn8in8re/AAAM6i-PCnP1tPUBnAF2mx2Qa?dl=0 with
the description of each sign as a string. This module is named signfiles and the corresponding
data structure is stored in variable allSigns that is imported in line 02. The complete code in this
module is given below. Note once more that all images along with the corresponding traffic sign
descriptions
have
been
taken
from
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/traffic-sign-images.
01 allSigns = {
02
'501.jpg': 'Junction ahead controlled by a STOP or GIVE WAY
sign',
03
'504.1r.jpg': 'Crossroads ahead',
04
'505.1.jpg': 'T-junction ahead (left)',
05
'505.1r.jpg': 'T-junction ahead (right)',
06
'506.1rr.jpg': 'Side road ahead (right)',
07
'506.1ll.jpg': 'Side road ahead (left)',
08
'507.1.jpg': 'Staggered junction ahead (left/right)',
09
'508.1.jpg': 'Traffic merges ahead from the left',
10
'509.1.jpg': 'Traffic merges ahead onto main carriageway from
the left',
11
'510.jpg': 'Roundabout',
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12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

'512.2.jpg': 'Junction on right bend ahead',
'512.2l.jpg': 'Junction on left bend ahead',
'512.jpg': 'Bend ahead to the right',
'512l.jpg': 'Bend ahead to the left',
'513.jpg': 'Double bend or series of bends ahead, first to
the left',
'513r.jpg': 'Double bend or series of bends ahead, first to
the right',
'516.jpg': 'Road narrows on both sides ahead',
'517.jpg': 'Road narrows on right ahead',
'517l.jpg': 'Road narrows on left ahead',
'520.jpg': 'Dual carriageway ends ahead',
'521.jpg': 'Two-way traffic',
'522.jpg': 'Two-way traffic on route crossing ahead',
'523.1.jpg': 'Steep hill downwards ahead (10%)',
'524.1.jpg': 'Steep hill upwards ahead (20%)',
'528.jpg': 'Hump bridge ahead',
'529.1.jpg': 'Tunnel ahead',
'529.jpg': 'Opening or swing bridge ahead',
'543.jpg': 'Traffic signals ahead',
'544.1.jpg': 'Pedestrians in road ahead',
'544.2.jpg': 'Frail or disabled pedestrians likely to cross
road ahead',
'544.jpg': 'Zebra crossing ahead',
'545.jpg': 'Children going to or from school or playground
ahead',
'549.jpg': 'Sheep likely to be in road ahead',
'550.1.jpg': 'Accompanied horses or ponies likely to be in or
crossing road ahead',
'550.2.jpg': 'Horse drawn vehicles likely to be in road
ahead',
'550.jpg': 'Wild horses or ponies likely to be in road
ahead',
'551.1.jpg': 'Migratory toad crossing ahead',
'551.2.jpg': 'Wild fowl likely to be in road ahead',
'551.jpg': 'Wild animals likely to be in road ahead',
'554.2.jpg': 'Risk of ice or packed snow ahead',
'555.1.jpg': 'Water course alongside road ahead',
'555.jpg': 'Quayside or river bank ahead',
'556.1.jpg': 'Soft verges ahead',
'556.jpg': 'Uneven road ahead',
'557.jpg': 'Slippery road ahead',
'558.1.jpg': 'Low flying helicopters or sudden helicopter
noise likely ahead',
'558.jpg': 'Low flying aircraft or sudden aircraft noise
likely ahead',
'559.jpg': 'Risk of falling or fallen rocks ahead',
'562.jpg': 'Other danger ahead. Plate beneath indicates the
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51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

nature of the hazard',
'581.jpg': 'Side winds likely ahead',
'582.jpg': 'Slow moving military vehicles likely to be
crossing or in the road',
'583.jpg': 'Slow moving vehicles likely on incline ahead',
'584.jpg': 'Traffic queues likely on road ahead',
'601.1.jpg': 'Stop before crossing the traverse line on the
road and ensure the way is clear before entering a major road',
'606b.jpg': 'Vehicular traffic must proceed in the direction
indicated by the arrow',
'609a.jpg': 'Vehicular traffic must turn ahead in the
direction indicated by the arrow',
'610.jpg': 'Vehicular traffic passing the sign must keep to
the left of the sign',
'611.1.jpg': 'Vehicles entering the junction must give way to
traffic to vehicles coming from the right',
'611.jpg': 'Vehicular traffic may reach the same destination
by passing either side of the sign',
'612.jpg': 'No right turn for vehicular traffic',
'613.jpg': 'No left turn for vehicular traffic',
'614.jpg': 'No U-turns for vehicular traffic',
'615.jpg': 'Priority must be given to vehicles from the
opposite direction',
'616.jpg': 'No entry for vehicular traffic',
'617.jpg': 'All vehicles prohibited except pedal cycles being
pushed by pedestrians',
'619.1.jpg': 'Motor vehicles except solo motor cycles
prohibited',
'619.2.jpg': 'Solo motor cycles prohibited',
'619.jpg': 'Motor vehicles prohibited',
'622.1a.jpg': 'Goods vehicles exceeding a gross weight of
7.5T prohibited',
'622.2.jpg': 'End of prohibition of goods vehicles exceeding
the maximum gross weight indicated in a previous sign',
'622.5.jpg': 'Horse drawn vehicles prohibited',
'622.6.jpg': 'Ridden or accompanied horses prohibited',
'622.7.jpg': 'Towed caravans prohibited', '625.1.jpg':
'Pedestrians prohibited',
'629.1.jpg': "Vehicles exceeding 32'-6'' in length indicated
prohibited",
'629.jpg': "Vehicles exceeding 6'-6'' in width indicated
prohibited",
'632.jpg': 'No overtaking',
'670.jpg': 'Maximum speed limit of 40 miles per hour',
'670v20.jpg': 'Maximum speed limit of 20 miles per hour',
'670v50.jpg': 'Maximum speed limit of 50 miles per hour',
'670v60.jpg': 'Maximum speed limit of 60 miles per hour',
'671.jpg': 'National speed limits apply',
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81
'672.jpg': 'Minimum speed limit of 30 miles per hour',
82
'672v40.jpg': 'Minimum speed limit of 40 miles per hour',
83
'673.jpg': 'End of 30 miles per hour minimum speed limit',
84
'673v40.jpg': 'End of 40 miles per hour minimum speed limit',
85
'7001.jpg': 'Road works or temporary obstruction of the
86 carriageway ahead'
}
87
88
In the theory section below we will see that this type of data structures are called dictionaries and
can be used to define mapping between keys and corresponding values. This way, the above
defined dictionary allSigns defines a mapping between filenames of traffic signs and the
description of each traffic sign. Note also that in this dictionary both keys and values are strings
that are defined using simple quotes. This is an equivalent representation of string as the one that
uses double quotes. In other words the string 'my name is Nick' is exactly the same as “my name
is Nick”.
THEORY

The theory of the lab activity can be divided into three major parts: The first part refers to
dictionaries, a very important and extremely useful Python data structure that can be used to
create mapping between keys and values. The second part presents class inheritance in Python
which is a very powerful object-oriented programming feature that facilitates code modularity
and reusability. The third part presents how movement is handled in Pygame Zero.
Dictionaries
Dictionaries are essentially mappings between keys and values. They are very convenient in cases
where there is a need to associate a certain value or object with another value or object. For
example, the following dictionary is a more convenient way to associate months with the number
of days they have in a typical year:
days = { "January" : 31, "February": 28, "March" : 31, "April" : 30,
"May" : 31, "June" : 30, "July" : 31, "August" : 31, "September" : 30, "October" : 31, "November"
: 30, "December" : 31}
Note that the items in a dictionary come into pairs with key:value separated by a semi-colon and all
of them are enclosed in curly brackets { }.
To access the elements in a dictionary, the brackets notation is used as in lists. However, inside
the brackets, keys are used and not number indices as in the case of lists. For example, the
following expressions can be used to find or change the number of days in certain months:
print("January has ",days["January"]," days.")
days["February"]=29
Consequently, there are several alternative ways to define a dictionary:
 By providing all key:value pairs inside brackets:
d = {'foo': 100, 'bar': 200, 'baz': 300}


By defining one by one its key:value pairs:
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d = {}
d['foo'] = 100
d['bar'] = 200
d['baz'] = 300


By creating a dict object with appropriate initialization as a comma separated list of
key=value constructs:
d = dict(foo=100, bar=200, baz=300)



By creating a dict object with appropriate initialization as a list of (key,value) tuples
d = dict([
('foo', 100),
('bar', 200),
('baz', 300)
])

Class inheritance
In many cases there is a need to extend an existing class with additional functionality in order to
adapt to the needs of applications. For example, it may be useful to extend the Question class
already developed in the section on Theory in the previous lab activity to provide functionality
for other possible forms of questions.
So, let us see again the Question class with its __init__ and other methods that defines a
convenient way of managing multiple choice questions:
01
class Question:
02
def __init__(self,inter,opt,corr):
03
self.interrogative = inter
04
self.options = opt
05
self.correctAnswer = corr
06
def isCorrectAnswer(self,ans):
0708
return self.options[self.correctAnswer]==ans
09
def isCorrectAnswerByIndex(self,ansIdx):
return self.correctAnswer==ansIdx
We would like to have a YesNoQuestion class that will offer only two possible options: "Yes"
and "No".
10 class YesNoQuestion(Question):
11
def __init__(self,inter,corr):
12
super().__init__(inter,["No","Yes"],corr)
13
We see that this new class is defined with a direct reference to the Question class in line 10 inside
parentheses. This is the standard way of defining a subclass of a superclass: By writing the name
of the superclass inside parentheses in the subclass definition. This way the new class inherits all
properties and methods from the superclass. In our case the methods isCorrectAnswer() and
isCorrectAnswerByIndex() are both inherited and can be used in instances of the
YesNoQuestion class. Furthermore, note that the __init__ method of the subclass calls the
corresponding method of the superclass using super(). The parameters used in the initializer of
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the superclass ensure that the correct initialization will take place with the list of options set to
["No","Yes"]. Not that using this order of the values in the options list, we assume a certain
correspondence of arithmetic values (indices) for No (0) and Yes (1). Keep this in mind for the
next steps.
What happens if we create an object of this class and use the method isCorrectAnswer() that was
initially defined in the Question class? Let us try the following code:
14 q3 = YesNoQuestion("Bright, fluorescent colors make pedestrians more visible at night.",1)
print(q3.interrogative)
print("Select the correct answer by corresponding number:")
15 for idx,option in enumerate(q1.options):
16
print(idx+") "+option)
17 ansIndx = int(input())
18 if q3.isCorrectAnswerByIndex(ansIndx):
19
print("You are right!")
20 else:
21
print("Your are wrong.")
22
23
Running the above code, we will see that it demonstrates the expected behaviour: It presents a
yes/no question to the user, accepts his/her answer and prints an appropriate message depending
on the correctness of the answer given. The methods and corresponding behaviour that have
been inherited by the Question class make this possible.
As a final note, we should mention that a subclass may rewrite the code of a method that has
been initially specified in its superclass. In this case, when this method is called for an instance of
the subclass, the code that was given in the definition of the subclass will be called.
Movement and Animation in Pygame Zero
Pygame Zero offers many features for animating your sprites (instances of the Actor class). The
most simple way of moving around an actor is by setting its pos property. This property takes
two values, the x-coordinate and the y-coordinate of the point in game window where the actor
should be positioned. For example, executing car.pos = 100, 56 will position the car actor at
point 100,56 inside the game window.
But how the position point is specified given that the actor is represented by an image that has a
certain extent horizontally and vertically? To address this issue, Pygame Zero introduces the
concept of anchor position. By default, the anchor position is the center of the rectangle that
encloses the graphic representation of an actor. Consequently, the pos property refers to the
center of the actor (and so do the x and y coordinates).
In many cases, it is desirable to set the anchor point to another part of the sprite. To facilitate
this, it is possible to define the anchor position when creating an Actor using the anchor
parameter of the class initializer. This parameter is specified as a tuple ((xanchor, yanchor), where
the values can be floats (numbers) or the strings left, center/middle, right, top or bottom as
appropriate. Similarly, you can also set the initial position of the actor when it is created, by
passing one of these as a keyword argument during initialization: topleft, topright, bottomleft,
bottomright, midtop, midleft, midright, midbottom or center. The meaning of these parameters is
straightforward.
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Furthermore, Pygame Zero provides a number of positioning properties that do not depend on
the anchor position and can be used to directly change where an actor is place in the game
window. These Actor properties are four single number arguments: top, left, bottom, right,
centerx, centery and nine 2-number arguments: topleft, bottomleft, topright, bottomright,
midtop, midleft, midbottom, midright, center.
To animate an actor one way is to use the above mentioned properties and ensure that an
appropriate change is made before drawing an actor via the draw method. To achieve this
updating of actor properties, Pygame Zero will call an update() function once in every frame. A
frame can be considered as corresponding to a small time step (a fraction of a second) that has
elapsed between each call to update(). Regardless of the exact duration of this time step, you can
just move objects by a fixed number of pixels per frame (or accelerate them by a fixed constant,
etc.). This is achieved by changing their position inside the update() function. Then a subsequent
execution of the draw() function will present it at its new position. Functions draw() and update()
work, as you can now understand in similar ways but are used for different purposes. The draw()
function presents the current position of all actors while the update() function is used to move
them by changing their position.
To facilitate animation of actor objects Pygame Zero also offers the animate() function. This
function can be used to automatically handle the gradual change of an actors property (such as its
position), frame-by-frame, in order to achieve many interesting animation effects. We will see
how to use it in the next section of this lab activity to animate the traffic signs in the quiz game
we will develop.
P R ACTI CE

Let us now see step-by-step how the program of this lab activity is developed. The program will
use the shuffle() and choice() functions from the random module. The first function randomly
shuffles the elements of a list and we will use it to shuffle the list of traffic signs to be used in the
quiz game. The choice() function is used to select a random element from a list. Consequently,
the program below line 01) makes the necessary imports. Furthermore, the program will import
the external module sign files that define a dictionary mapping the filenames of the traffic signs
we will use with their descriptions. The complete listing of this external module has been given in
the sections above.
Lines 04 - 11 provide the necessary definitions for the global variables. The first three refer to
game window width and height in pixels and the fill colour we will use to clear fill the game
windows every time we draw on it the graphic elements that represent the traffic signs along with
the text messages for the player. The rest of the code defines global variables that will help us in
coordinating the program functions and especially the functions that handle user input and
consequently adjust program status and the draw() function that presents all information in the
game window. These global variables and their meaning are:





The result variable (line 08) is a string that is used to present the result after the player
makes a choice. Initially it contains the empty string. If the player makes a correct choice,
it will be assigned to an appropriate value to signify correct choice. If the player’s choice
is wrong, the assigned value will be analogous.
The score variable (line 09) holds a number that corresponds to the number of correct
answers given by the player.
The nQuizzes variable (line 10) counts the number of quizzes that have been asked to the
player.
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01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12

The changeQuiz variable (line 1) is a boolean variable that will change to True whenever
it is time to present the next quiz to the player. That happens after the player has
answered the current quiz.

from random import shuffle,choice
from signfiles import allSigns
WIDTH = 500
HEIGHT = 600
SCREEN_FILL_COLOR = (255,255,255)
N_OPTIONS = 4
result = ""
score = 0
nQuizzes = 0
changeQuiz = False

Following the definition of global variables, the next fragment of the code (lines 13-22) defines
the Sign class as a subclass of the Actor class. This class incorporates all the necessary
functionality to create sprites using the traffic signs. In particular, the __init__ method of the
Sign class (lines 14-16) will create a new Sign object using a certain image and textual description
of the corresponding sign that are passed as parameters. The __init__ method of the Actor
superclass is called at line 15 to set up the new object and place it at the desired position (just
outside the game window to the left so that its right boundary will be at y-coordinate 0. The class
also defines to methods that handle the animated entry and exit of the graphical representation of
sign in and out of the game window (lines 17-21). Both methods use the animate() method of
Pygame Zero with the acceleration / deceleration animation effect. This effect starts the
animation slowly, gradually accelerates and then decelerates. The left property is used in the
animation. In the enter window animation, the left side of the entering sign will gradually increase
until it takes the value 20 (line 19). Then, during the exit window animation, it will gradually
increase until the sprite goes out of the game window, i.e. its left property becomes 500 (line 21)
which is the right boundary of the game window (its total WIDTH is 500, see line 04)
13 class Sign(Actor):
14
def __init__(self,img,desc):
15
super().__init__(img, topright=(0,150))
16
self.description = desc
17
def enterWindow(self):
18
self.right = 0
19
animate(self,"accel_decel",1,None,left=20)
20
def exitWindow(self):
21
animate(self,"accel_decel",1,None,left=500)
22
The function defined next, is the initialize() function that ensures that all global variables are
correctly set. In particular this variable creates a list that stores all Actor objects. This is the
variable signs that is initialized in lines 25-27 and shuffled at line 28 so that the quizzes created
next are never the same as the program runs again and again. The total number of quizzes is
defined as the total number of signs divided by 4 (the value of the global variable N_OPTIONS
(line 29). This is because we create a quiz question for each group of four signs after shuffling the
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corresponding list. The function nextQuiz() that is called last (line 30) ensures that the first quiz
question will be created. This function will be called whenever the program needs to proceed to
the next quiz as we will shortly see.
23 def initialize():
24
global signs,totalQuizes
25
signs = list()
26
for f,d in allSigns.items():
27
signs.append(Sign(f[:-4],d))
28
shuffle(signs)
29
totalQuizes = len(signs) // N_OPTIONS
30
nextQuiz()
31
Let us see in more detail how the nextQuiz() function is defined. Its logic is very simple: It takes
the four top objects of the signs list, it puts them in a separate list (quizSigns), and then removes
these objects from the signs list. These list management operations use the list slicing: At line 38
the top objects are put in quizSigns list to be used as the content of the next quiz question. At
line 39 the signs list is updated by removing the top items used in quizSigns. Next, the global
variables necessary for the presentation of the quiz signs are set up and the animation effect for
the first quiz sign to enter the game window is initiated (lines 40-43).
In case there are not enough objects to do these operations, the quizSigns is set to None and the
function stops (lines 35-37). This special value will result in presenting the GAME OVER
message with the player score, as we will see later.
32 def nextQuiz():
33
global signs,quizSigns
34
global signPresIdx,quizBase
35
if len(signs)<N_OPTIONS:
36
quizSigns = None
37
return
38
quizSigns = signs[:N_OPTIONS]
39
signs = signs[N_OPTIONS:]
40
signPresIdx = 0
41
quizSigns[signPresIdx].enterWindow()
42
quizBase = choice(quizSigns)
43
The next two methods are the on_key_down(key) to handle user input (pressing keys on the
keyboard) and the draw() to handle game window updates. We have already seen from the
previous lab activity how these two functions cooperate together in order to achieve the desired
behaviour of the game. The draw() function (lines 67-90) is called by Pygame Zero in each frame
to draw graphics in the game window. The on_key_down(key) at lines 44-65 is called by Pygame
Zero whenever a key is pressed on the keyboard. The information about the key pressed, is
passed as a parameter to the function.
Let us now see how these functions are defined in order to achieve the desired behaviour in the
game. The on_key_down(key) function will ensure that all global variables are correctly updated
whenever the player presses any key. On the other side, the draw() function will use the values of
the global variables to update the game window presenting the necessary messages and animating
traffic signs when the player iterates over the options of quiz question.
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The on_key_down(key) function first tests to see if there is a quiz to present and iterate its sings,
in the first case. This check is done at line 47. If` quizSigns is None, meaning that the player has
passed through all the quiz questions, then the function returns and no further actions are taken
(line 48). If there is a quiz active, then, depending on the keys pressed by the player, different
actions are triggered.
Lines 49-57 specify what happens when the player presses the <space> key. Two cases are
possible:




Lines 54-56: The player presses the <space> key to iterate over the options of the quiz
question (i.e. see the alternative signs animated one by one so that the player could make
a choice)
LInes 50-52: The player presses the <space> key to proceed to the next quiz question,
that is after having made a choice for the current quiz game.

In both cases, the result string is initialized to the empty string (line 57) so that in case there was a
player choice previously, it will be cleared from the screen.
Lines 58-65 specify what happens when the player presses the <return> key. The player choice is
compared with the correct answer quizBase (line 59). If the values are equal, this means that the
player made the correct choice and the result string is set to "Correct! Press <space> for next
quiz." (line 60) and the player score is increased (line 61). If not, the result string is set to
"Correct! Press <space> for next quiz." (line 63). In both cases the number of quizzes that have
been already presented to the player, is increased (line 64). Finally, at line 65, the changeQuiz
variable is set to True so that after the player has answered a quiz, the next quiz is presented. This
is achieved by subsequent execution of code at lines 50-52 when the user presses the <space> ,
following the prompt and as we have already described.
44 def on_key_down(key):
45
global signPresIdx,result
46
global score,nQuizzes,changeQuiz
47
if not quizSigns:
48
return
49
if key==keys.SPACE:
50
if changeQuiz:
51
nextQuiz()
52
changeQuiz = False
53
else:
54
quizSigns[signPresIdx].exitWindow()
55
signPresIdx = (signPresIdx + 1) % len(quizSigns)
56
quizSigns[signPresIdx].enterWindow()
57
result = ""
58
if key==keys.RETURN:
59
if quizBase==quizSigns[signPresIdx]:
60
result = "Correct! Press <space> for next quiz."
61
score += 1
62
else:
63
result = "Wrong! Press <space> for next quiz."
64
nQuizzes += 1
65
changeQuiz = True
66
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The draw() function presented in the code below, as already noted, uses the global variables as
they are updated by the on_key_down(key) function, to present all information to the player.
Initially it clears the screen and fills it with the screen fill colour (lines 68-69). Then it checks if
the game over condition has been met (if-statement at line 70). If this is True, it presents a
GAME OVER message (lines 71-72) and the final player score (lines 73-75). After that, the
function returns, no further actions are taken.
If the game over condition is not met, lines 77-90 are executed. All signs of the current quiz
question are drawn (lines 77-78) first. Note here that, depending on what animations have been
initiated for the iteration of the quiz question signs, this drawing operations will show the signs
gradually moving as to achieve the corresponding animations. Lines 79-90 handle the drawing of
text in the game window. The player score is presented (lines 79-81) and messages that inform
the user about available actions using keyboard keys are drawn (lines 82-85). The description of
the sign that the player should identify are presented next (lines 86-89). The last text drawing
action (line 90) presents the contents of the global variable result. As already noted above, this
variable is changed each time the player makes a choice (pressing the <return> key) and,
depending on the correctness of the choice informs the player it was correct or wrong and also
prompts the player to press the <space> key to proceed to the next quiz question.
67 def draw():
68
screen.clear()
69
screen.fill(SCREEN_FILL_COLOR)
70
if not quizSigns:
71
screen.draw.text("GAME OVER",(150,290),
72
fontsize=48,color="red")
73
screen.draw.text("Your score: "+str(score)+
74
"/"+str(nQuizzes),(120,330),
75
fontsize=48,color="red")
76
return
77
for s in quizSigns:
78
s.draw()
79
screen.draw.text("Your score: "+
80
str(score)+"/"+str(nQuizzes),
81
(10,20),color="black")
82
screen.draw.text("Use <space> to iterate signs.",
83
(10,40),color="black")
84
screen.draw.text("Press <return> to enter choice.",
85
(10,60),color="black")
86
screen.draw.text("Sign to find:",
87
(10,80),color="red")
88
screen.draw.text(quizBase.description,
89
(50,100),color="red")
90
screen.draw.text(result,(50,120),color="blue")
91
The last line of the program shown below, is executed whenever the program is run and will call
the initialize() function to ensure that all global variables are correctly initialized as we have seen
when discussing the code of this function.
92 initialize()
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TIME FOR FUN

Here are a few ideas for further enhancements and extensions on the quiz game:
1. Modify the program we have developed in this lab activity to support multi-player game.
In this version, the number of players will be specified at the beginning and then each
player in turn will be asked a number of quiz questions. In each such round random
shuffling of the existing traffic signs will be done to ensure that no two players have the
same set of quiz questions. To differentiate the players, their names will be asked before
they start playing. No two names could be the same. Your program will store the players’
scores in a dictionary using the players’ names as the keys and the score of each player as
the corresponding value. At the end of the game, your program should present all player
names and their scores.
2. Experiment with different kinds of animation effects to make the iteration over signs in
each quiz question more interesting. You can see animation options from:
https://pygame-zero.readthedocs.io/en/stable/builtins.html#animations.
3. Modify the program we have developed in this lab activity to work with two push button
connected to a GPIO pin of the Rasberry as we have seen in the lab activities presented
in the fourth lab. One of the push buttons will replace the <space> key used in this lab
activity and the other the <return> key.
4. Further modify the previous version by introducing a buzzer. Whenever the user answers
correctly, the buzzer should output a certain pattern of beeps. If the user answers
incorrectly, the buzzer should output a different pattern of beeps.
ON YOUR OWN NOW !

Using the program developed in this lab activity as skeleton you can develop your own quiz game
in your favourite school subject like history, geography, physics, or even mathematics. The idea is
to find some appropriate images and build your quizzes using these images. Each quiz should
correspond to a certain question and each alternative option that the user could select could be
represented by an image. Build your code as general as possible so that you could easily replace
quizzes and images, without the need to change your code.
ROTATI NG ACTORS I N P YGAM E ZE RO

Apart from moving Actors using their position in Pygame Zero, we can also rotate them around
their anchor point. To achieve this, we need to change the angle property of an Actor object. Use
this property and the techniques you have learned in this lab activity to enhance the animation
effects when iterating over the traffic signs during a quiz question. Apart from entering and
exiting the game window, make them rotate along their route.
ASSESSMENT

1. If d={1:"one",2:"two",3:"three",4:"four",5:"five"} select which is the correct expression to
remove the entry in the dictionary with key 4.
a. d[4] = None
b. del d[4]
c. d.remove(4)
d. You cannot remove an entry from a dictionary.
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2. Select of the following the one that corresponds to the result of evaluated for d[1]+d[2] if
d={1:"one",2:"two",3:"three",4:"four",5:"five"}
a. 3
b. "one two"
c. "onetwo"
d. "three"
3. To iterate over the items of a dictionary d so that we take all key:value pairs, we should use:
a. The function items()
b. The method d.items()
c. The function iterate()
d. The method d.iterate()
4. Select which of the following statements is true (only one can be selected):
a. A dictionary can be defined by providing all key:value pairs inside brackets
b. A dictionary can be defined by creating a dict object with appropriate
initialization as a comma separated list of key=value constructs
c. A dictionary can be defined by creating a dict object with appropriate
initialization as a list of (key,value) tupes
d. All the above are correct
e. None of the above is correct.
5. Select which of the following corresponds to the correct way to define class B as a subclass of
class A:
a. subclass A(B) ...
b. subclass B(A) ...
c. class A(B): ...
d. class B(A): ...
6. Select which of the following statements is true (only one can be selected):
a. A subclass B of a superclass A inherits the methods of A
b. A subclass B of a superclass A inherits only the methods that are defined
in the subclass.
c. The __init__ method of a subclass should always call the __init__ method
of its superclass
d. None of the above is correct.
7. Select which of the following statements is true (only one can be selected):
a. You can change the position of an Actor in Pygame Zero by modifying its
center property
b. You can change the position of an Actor in Pygame Zero by modifying its
left property
c. You can change the position of an Actor in Pygame Zero by modifying its
topright property
d. All the statements above are true
8. Select which of the following statements is true (only one can be selected):
a. To animate an Actor in Pygame Zero you can change its position in the
update() method
b. To animate an Actor in Pygame Zero you can change its position in the
animateActor() method
c. an Actor in Pygame Zero you can change its position in the draw()
method
d. All the statements above are true
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9. Select which of the following statements is true (only one can be selected) regarding the use
of the result global variable in the quiz game of this lab activity:
a. The value of this variable is the number of quizzes that were answered
correctly by the player
b. The value of this variable corresponds to the final score of the player
c. The value of this variable is a text message that is shown after the player
makes a choice in one quiz question
d. All of the above statements are false
10. Select which of the following statements is true (only one can be selected) regarding the use
of the on_key_down() method in the quiz game of this lab activity:
a. This method is used to update the game graphic in each frame
b. This method is used to inform the player about the keyboard keys that are
used in the game
c. This method is used to control what happens when the presses the mouse
keys
d. None of the above statements is true
Correct answers: 1(b), 2(c), 3(b), 4(d), 5(c), 6(a), 7(d), 8(a), 9(c), 10(d)
REFERENCES
1. Tutorials for learning Python: https://www.learnpython.org/
2. Teaching programming using concepts of cooking and cooking recipes:
http://www.xandaschofield.com/2016/02/teaching-computer-science-with-cookies.html
3. DISCOVER project website: https://discover-project.eu/en
4. Raspberry Pi website: https://www.raspberrypi.org/
5. Official Raspberry Pi Beginner’s Guide that you can download
https://www.raspberrypi.org/magpi-issues/Beginners_Guide_v1.pdf

from:

6. Mu editor: https://codewith.mu/en/
7. Pygame Zero introduction and reference: https://pygame-zero.readthedocs.io
8. Pygame
Zero
manual:
zero/latest/pygame-zero.pdf

https://buildmedia.readthedocs.org/media/pdf/pygame-

9. Traffic sign images and descriptions used in the lab activities are taken from:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/traffic-sign-images
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Annex II: Methodology and Delivery Issues
ORGANI Z ATI ON OF
THE ACTI VI TY

Suitable location:
Computer Lab at the university.
Organization of students into groups:
All students should have access to a computer with access to internet.
All students should also have access to Raspberry PI (RPI) computer.
Pre-installation of software is not necessary. The idea is for the
students to go through the installation themselves following the
instructions given in the material. Finally, students should have access
to all the necessary electronic equipment for building the electronic
circuits needed in the practical activities.
For individual tasks, students need to work on a RPI computer (if
necessary, 2 students can share one computer).
For team-based tasks, students should form groups of between 2-4
students.
It is up to the training instructor to choose if a particular task should
be individual or team-based. The practical guide we have developed
allows for flexibility in that respect. However, we recommend at least
one third of the exercises to be performed as team tasks in every
format of training due to the need to develop skills for collaborative
programming.
Organization of space:
Students should be located in the same space and should clearly see
the main instructor.
Needed materials and equipment:
RPI Computers with internet access; drawing paper

TOTAL DUR ATI ON

This training resource is designed for a course that should last between
15 and 30 academic hours. The duration will depend on the prior
knowledge of the students, their age, and the scale and purpose of
practical activities.
Theme

Academic hours

Setting up Raspberry Pi and
understanding the Mu IDE for
Python

Theory: 0.5 and 1
academic hour

First Steps in Python - Time
Estimation Game

Theory: between 1.5 and
3 academic hours

Practical activities:
between 1 and 2 academic
hour

Practical activities:
between 3 and 6 academic
hours
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Communicating with the Physical
World - Using LEDs

Theory: between 1.5 and
3 academic hours
Practical activities:
between 3 and 6 academic
hours

Lights, Sounds and Buttons Controlling Traffic Lights

Theory: between 1.5 and
3 academic hours
Practical activities:
between 3 and 6 academic
hours

E DUC ATI ON AL
ENVIRONMENT

The activity should be organized at the university or a research
institute, which would allow the students to access more advanced
technology and possibilities to meet with university students or
researchers.
University students should be involved in the activity to the extent
possible. The most suitable type of involvement is in the role of
facilitators (one student per team; or one student per 4 students if
individual tasks are preferred).

TR ANS FE RABI LI TY
OF THE TR AI NI NG
TO OTHER
CONTEXTS

Possibilities to transfer the training to a secondary school:
The training can easily be transferred to a school computer lab. The
requirements about equipment are identical. Trainers should be
teachers that have received prior training in Python and are familiar
with Raspberry PI.
Possibilities to transfer the training to a non-formal educational
context:
The training can easily be transferred to a non-formal educational
environment, as long as there are computers and suitable Raspberry PI
computers can be used for the training. The requirements about
equipment are identical. Trainers should be non-formal training
providers that have received prior training in Python and are familiar
with Raspberry PI.
Possibilities for extending the duration of the training
It is possible to extend the duration of the training by including more
exercises. In fact, such extension is recommended for students with
strong background knowledge in Mathematics or Computer Science.
Please consult the additional material for detailed guidance.
Theme

Academic hours

Setting up Raspberry Pi and Theory: up to 0.5
understanding the Mu IDE for academic hour
Python
Practical activities: up to
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0.5 academic hour
First Steps in Python - Time Theory: up to 1 academic
Estimation Game
hour
Practical
programming
activities: up to 4 hours
Communicating with the Physical Theory: up to 1 academic
World - Using LEDs
hour
Practical
programming
activities: up to 4 hours
Lights, Sounds and Buttons
Controlling Traffic Lights

- Theory: 1 academic hour
Practical
programming
activities: up to 4 hours

Object-Oriented Programming in Theory: up to 2 academic
Python - Games with Pygame Zero
hours
Practical
programming
activities: up to 5 hours
More About Objects and Pygame Theory: up to 2 academic
Zero - Yet Another Quiz Game
hours
Practical
programming
activities: up to 5 hours

ASSESSMENT

How can pupil to pupil assessment be integrated in the
assessment?
The main approach to integrate student to student assessment is by
adopting a peer review process of the projects to be developed in each
one of the modules. Following this approach, at the end of each
module, students can be invited to make their own extensions
following the prompts given in the material and after finishing their
extensions, they can present to their peers what they have achieved
and get feedback from them in the form of suggestions for
improvements.
How can secondary school teachers participating in the training
participate in the assessment, too?
In the peer to peer assessment proposed above, accompanying
teachers can participate the same way as fellow students. They should
follow the presentation of students’ work and offer their own
suggestions for improvements in a way that promotes discussion and
links to the previous knowledge of students.
Furthermore, they can also support the initiation of school projects
based on students’ creations so that there is a continuation of the
activities undertaken during the labs. Note here that the selected
domain (Road Safety) offers many opportunities for such extensions
by linking to other school curricular subjects and exploring
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possibilities to initiate projects that are meaningful for the local
society.
How will instructor-pupil assessment be organized? How will
practical activities be assessed?
The activities can be assessed by the course leaders in terms of quality
of the code produced and accuracy of electronic circuits constructed.
This must be done during the development process in order to avoid
problems that would make it possible for the participating students to
finish their activities. The participating teachers should operate as
facilitators, offering help during the process and making corrections or
giving prompts to the students to correct possible flaws themselves.
Assessment guide

Setting up Raspberry Pi and understanding
the Mu IDE for Python
Performance on tasks (commitment, focus, desire to learn, results
from the practical activity, team work if applicable)

1

First Steps in Python - Time Estimation
Game
Test (see the training resource)

10

Performance on tasks (commitment, focus, desire to learn, results
from the practical activity, team work if applicable)

10

Communicating with the Physical World Using LEDs
Test (see the training resource)

9

Performance on tasks (commitment, focus, desire to learn, results
from the practical activity, team work if applicable)

10

Lights, Sounds and Buttons - Controlling
Traffic Lights
Test (see the training resource)

10

Performance on tasks (commitment, focus, desire to learn, results
from the practical activity, team work if applicable)

10
Total: 60
points

ASSESSMENT OF
THE TR AI NI NG

The training should be assessed on the basis of a pre-training and a
post-training assessment questionnaire. The pre-training assessment
questionnaire should inquire about the prior knowledge of the
students in the key areas covered by the training, namely Python and
Raspberry Pi. Additional questions should focus on the student’s
expectations from the training. The post-training assessment
questionnaire should evaluate the same in order to allow the trainer to
assess the effectiveness of the training. However, the post-training
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assessment questionnaire should also include questions that measure
the perceived effectiveness of the training by asking the students to
evaluate how much they have learned and if the materials was
interesting, engaging and relevant. There should be a special
assessment section focused on the practical activities. Finally, there
should be a section with questions focused on ways to improve the
training in the future.
LE ARNI NG
OUTCOMES

•

Basic knowledge about Raspberry PI

•

Set up the RPI and install the Raspbian operating system

•

Use the Mu IDE to prepare and run Python programs

•
Basic electronic devices (resistors, LEDs, push buttons,
buzzers)

ROLES

•

Understand schematic representation of electronic circuits

•

Create electronic circuits on a breadboard

•

Using Raspberry GPIOs

•

Basic Python functions for input-output

•

Using variables in Python

•

Basic data types in Python (integers, reals, strings, Booleans)

•

Python modules and functions

•

Time functions and functions for random numbers in Python

•

Arithmetic and Boolean expressions in Python

•

Python control flow programming structure

•

Python loop structures

•

Manipulate lists, tupples and dictionaries in Python

•

Elements of object oriented programming in Python

•

Creating and using classes, class inheritance

•

Using files in Python

•

Creating digital games in Python using the Pygame Zero library

•

Movement and animation in Pygame Zero

•

User input using the keyboard in Pygame Zero

Roles of university students in the delivery of the training:
University students can play the role of facilitators in the delivery of
the training by helping the secondary school students follow all
practical activities. These students should work as part of the high
school students teams
Roles of accompanying secondary school teachers in the delivery
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of the training:
Accompanying secondary school teachers can play the role of
facilitators by helping their students to follow all practical activities and
also support the peer assessment as described above. Teachers should
not should work as part of the high school students teams but should
rather monitor the work of the different teams
Roles of the course instructor:
Coordination of the training, organization of the space for the high
school students to work, presenting the materials and offering the
prompts to initiate the practical activities, the assessment and the
extensions. The course instructor should be involved in designing the
pre-training and post-training assessment forms, as well as handle the
implementation and analysis of the training assessment. Finally, the
course instructor should be prepared to improve future instances of
the training based on received feedback.
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